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At times I miss that old school mentality because it
literally was black and white. There were no safe rooms,
safe houses or safe zones. Life was what you made it in
this world of opportunity. There was a freedom then that is
almost unknown to the generations of today. There was no
constitution but there was the promise of one. There were
also several missed opportunity’s for a greater sense of
equality too.

Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
In Flanders fields.

It was a time where people of all nationality’s served as
equals on the battlefield only for some to experience racial
prejudice and in-equality back home.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.

In such a time of world uncertainty, I hope you will take
a moment and reflect on those who served. They are the
ones who gave all so we can be free to hurl insults instead
of stones at one another.
As a former Canadian Ranger, this issue of the Golden
Shovel is meant to be Non -Political. But, You can bet
I will be opening up with all turrets in the next edition
though, figuratively speaking of course.
We are truly grateful for everyone who reads the Golden
Shovel. I have always wanted to write. I didn’t realize the
catalyst would be getting “called out” so to speak by the
politics governing our industry. Poor bastards had no idea.
Our ultimate goals over the coming year is to continue
the Golden Shovel and to create our placer mining
courses. My greater accomplishments is getting the right
information to the right people at the right time.
Silver Membership seems to be the favorite with
businesses. We are grateful for all of them. Every little bit
helps keep this boat afloat.
Non-members who enjoy the Golden Shovel can now order
professionally printed and bound copies.
The Association is cash positive, thanks to a number
of people with generous donations and the District of
Mackenzie for helping out with the insurance costs and last
minute space at the rec center for our Panning Days event.
My sincere thanks to Bomber Command Museum for their
efforts to make available this wealth of records.
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If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields. -John McCrae
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Panning Days 2021
“We Walked Next to the creek towards the
claim. Finally reached it, found some gold
and had a good time” - Carl Cedar

Special thanks to Northern Lights
Hobbies, Surplus Herbie’s and Fields.
The gold panning kit, popcorn maker,
utility belt with pouch and shirts were all
welcomed and appreciated. All material
for the panning portion in town was
provided by Mackenzie Sand & Gravel.
Thank you to our Fire Dept for the water,
Mackenzie Mall for the venue and our
Radio Station. for letting everyone know
about the event.

Panning Days 2021 was a success. We had no idea what
was going to happen. There is a certain anxiety when you
hold an event. When people asked how many we were
expecting, my response was “could be crickets, could be
Woodstock”. It wasn’t’ Woodstock but thankfully we never
got skunked either.
Even the weather was reasonable, in that it wasn’t too hot,
cold or downright miserable. The worst of the bugs was
at an end. The best part was, either way social distancing
is just one of the perks when your a miner. We had people
from as far north as LaCrete, Alberta and as far south as
Prince George attend the events. Children of all ages came
out too. Our sponsors made it possible to give away prizes.

I also want to thank everyone who rallied
to help us with a number of things. We
needed something to pan into and Kevin
managed to convert a donated bathtub.
Yes that is what being a placer miner is
all about...being resourceful.
My personal thanks to the District of Mackenzie for
looking out for our good intentions with the finances to
secure insurance for the event.

Quote of the issue

Organizers of the Gold Panning competition in Prince
George, scheduled for the weekend after ours, came out to
lend their support too.

P

lacer miners never rest in peace...there is always
someone digging up their bones. - Leighton Woolsey

We had a handful of people go out to No Name City to
compete in the advanced event. Congratulations to
1st prize, Prospector Silver Coin - Carl Cedar

The Omineca Mining Association
is a non-profit organization.

2nd prize, Silver bar - Shane Wright
3rd prize, Prospector Bronze Coin - Caleb Simens

THE OMA MISSION

 EDUCATE the public, government, and
miners in the importance of mining;

 RAISE AWARENESS about problems and
solutions in the mining industry and
government in the Omineca; and

 PROMOTE responsible, environmentally

sustainable, mining practices, and innovative
mining methods and solutions.

 ASSIST, SUPPORT, AND ADVOCATE for our
members.

OminecaMiningAssociation@gmail.com
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One of General Curries’s Boy’s!

General Sir Arthur William Currie (1875-1933), the first
Canadian commander of the Canadian Corps

Daniel Marshall

Published November 11, 2020 in TheOrca.ca

The tragic story of Daniel
Marshall’s great uncle in the Battle
for Hill 70
Remembrance Day always brings
family stories to the fore.
Imagine what life must have been
like on southern Vancouver Island in 1893, the year my
great uncle was born. British Columbia had only been in
existence for 35 years since our family’s arrival during the
tumultuous days of the Fraser River gold rush, and BC a
part of Canada for only a little over two decades.
One of the eldest of five children (my grandfather being
one of the youngest), Uncle Ernie was born into the wild,
rural landscape of Saanich just beyond the capital, then a
land of splendour largely untamed and dotted with tranquil
farms and expansive hunting grounds.
Ernie knew much about pioneering life: his father had been
Judge Peter O’Reilly’s “factotum” at Point Ellice house
where his parents first met. Ernie spent a pretty much

carefree youth wandering the lands fishing and hunting,
soon to become a crack shot with the rifle. Vancouver
Island was full of this sort of young men who, when war
was declared, soon signed up for overseas duty in “the war
to end all wars,” the Great War of 1914-18.
“I forbid you to go!” implored my great grandmother
Mary, also having beseeched Ernie’s older brother, my
great uncle Rupert who also intended to go. But all her
ardent attempts had failed; the two young lads – now in
their early 20s – had taken up the fervent call to arms.
No wonder: the celebrated General Arthur Currie (first
Canadian commander of the Canadian corps), who
would later command the troops in France, was a wellknown Victorian who actively supported the large-scale
recruitment of local men and the formation of the 88th
Battalion as part of the Canadian Expeditionary Force to
Europe.
It was Currie’s military genius (not without controversy)
that would put Canada on the map, and, in many ways, it
was Currie’s influence both at home and abroad that

The 88th Battalion leaving Victoria, British Columbia, for overeseas, 23
May 1916, Canadian Scottish Regimental Museum, Bay Street Armory
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ultimately placed my great uncle into a terror-filled,
front-line trench in France during the Battle for Hill 70 in
the month of August 1917. My grandfather Art reflected
years ago that his older brother, swept up with the patriotic

fervour of the
moment, was
indeed “one of
General Currie’s
Boys!”

own was in charge, once in the trenches the grim reality
of war was faced head on with German snipers and
heavy artillery just a short distance across a foreboding
“No Man’s Land.”

The day Ernie
departed from
the docks of
Victoria’s Inner
Harbour, 23
May 1916,
aboard the S.
S. Princess
Charlotte,
the Daily
Colonist wrote
the immense
sendoff was
Great Uncles Hal (L) & Ernie (R), Keatings
“one of the most
Ranch, Saanich, BC
inspiring that
has been seen here since the beginning of the war.” Ernie
had enlisted in the 88th (Victoria Fusiliers) Battalion of
over one thousand men.
From Vancouver, these fresh troops were whistled across
the continent by rail to Halifax before next departing on
the RMS Olympic, an immense luxury-liner and sister ship
to the infamous Titanic, converted into a troop carrier.

‘Down on the Farm’. - Ernie with Rifle & Pheasants in
hand, Swan Lake, Sannich, B.C.

For a 23-year old Island boy like Ernie, this was about
as far away as he’d ever been – and yet the overseas
expedition had barely begun. His tranquil farmlands would
be a memory shortly eclipsed by the horror of war.

Great Uncle Ernie on the family farm at Christmas Hill, Saanich, BC
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Disembarking in England, 8 June
1916, Ernie was first transferred to
the 3rd Canadian Pioneer Battalion,
then shipped out to France and
reassigned to the 7th Battalion (1st
British Columbia) of the Canadian
Expeditionary Force destined for the
frontline trenches of Hill 70 in Lens,
France, a coal mining town that had
been occupied by German forces in
1914. The better-known Battle of
Vimy Ridge (April 1917) fought so
valiantly by Canadian troops had
concluded some four months earlier;
but unlike Vimy the Battle for Hill 70
was the first time that a Canadian was
put fully in command, Victoria’s own
General Currie.
There may have been some small
comfort knowing one of the Island’s
Issue #7

While British generals advocated a direct attack on
Lens, Currie successfully argued they should first take
the high ground of Hill 70 (so named because it was 70
meters above sea level).
During these strategic deliberations, my grandfather
recalled a poignant story shared with him in later years
by his brother. One day while squatting down in a deep
trench at the Western Front, Ernie received a letter
from his mother. Inside, my great-grandmother had
included some much-needed tea – the very foundation
of existence in our family!
These men were not among the American latecomers
(“the Rainbow boys” as one Vimy Ridge vet informed
me years ago) that were apparently being supplied ice
cream and other luxuries. Simple pleasures were far and
few.
Ernie and his comrades set to building a campfire in the
bottom of the trench – a “billycan” placed atop the flames
to boil water and steep the tea. “What a treat this would
be,” my grandfather remembered him saying. But it was
too hot for immediate consumption, and so they foolishly
placed the impromptu pot atop the trench to cool…only
to have a German sniper shoot the can to oblivion. So
much for tea time! It was a great disappointment, their
anticipation of a simple respite gone in a flash.
Finally, the fateful day arrived, 15 August 1917. Currie’s
surprise plan of attack was finally launched at 4:25 AM
“under a creeping barrage and smoke screen.”
From the book Letters of a Canadian Stretcher-Bearer:
At 4:20 am you’d have thought the earth had cracked
open. My God, it was marvelous! I don’t know how many

guns we have, some say one to every three men… With the
first roar we manned the trench and began to move… No
power on Earth could keep us from getting on the parapet
to have a look. It was too dark to see the men advancing
behind the barrage, but the line of fire – ye Gods! Try to
imagine a long huge gas main which had been powdered
here and there with holes and set fire to. The flame of
each shell burst and merged into the flame of the other. It
was perfect. It was terrible. The flames were dotted with
black specks which were bits of rock and mud… After
some while, the barrage died down. Only the scream of
the heavies overhead and the whirr of planes and the
heavy crump, crump, crump of Fritzie’s shells behind us
searching for batteries. He might as well have tried to
shove the sea back with a broom.

HMT (Hired Military Transport) Olympic in dazzle camouflage while in service as a troopship carrying capacity of 6000
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Unfortunately for Ernie, during the mayhem of the very
first day, he was wounded, hit in both legs at the knees
with flying shrapnel, and recorded in his military medical
records as “G.S.W.” or gun shot wounds.
In our family’s oral history, Ernie pleaded with his
trenchmates to get the hell out of the trench and head for
the backline, but they were all too panicked and frightened
to follow. He reluctantly left them behind, never to see
them again. In epic fashion, Ernie proceeded to drag
himself hand-over-hand across the battlefield, his legs
having become of little to no use, until finally he reached
help.

Canadian Soldiers in captured German trenches on Hill
70, near Lens France, August 1917. DND, LAC

Just imagine the intensity of the smoke and fire, snipers
and howitzers ablaze, the bombardment from the air –
all experienced by a young farm lad in his early 20s,
desperately dragging himself through hell on earth.
If that was not already enough, German gas attacks
commenced three days later on 18 August, and Canadian
soldiers were exposed to mustard gas which burned the
skin and caused blindness. (Both German & Canadian
forces used such poison.)
While Hill 70 was taken successfully, the casualties for
the first six days of battle were incredible: 5,600 wounded,
killed, or missing.

A stretcher bearer party bringing wounded from the
front line on Hill 70. DND, LAC

Ernie was one of the wounded, but lucky for him was
shipped back to England, the shrapnel removed from his
legs, and convalesced in a number of hospitals for the
next six months. From his “Medical History of an Invalid”
dated 8 August 1919 we learn that “once in a while when
walking a long distance (8 miles) [Ernie] gets sharp pains
in knee joints, painful to bend on knee.” Nevertheless,
Captain Blackadder, the medical officer in charge, certified
that he was “Likely to be raised within six months” for

The artillery bombardment unleashed on Lens & Hill 70
left little of the city standing. DND, LAC

Wounded Canadian soldiers at a dressing station near
the fighting at hill 70. DND, LAC
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further active duty.
While six Canadians received the Victoria Cross for their
actions of valour during the Hill 70 battle, for my great
uncle there remained the stark memory of leaving his
companions behind, and just barely escaping death. In
our family lore, after Ernie had made an almost complete
physical recovery from his injuries, he was considered
for further frontline duty – until his brother Rupert, who
worked as a blacksmith in England for the war effort,
convinced military authorities not to send him back.
Can you imagine the prospect of being sent back!
Ernie remained in England for the remainder of the war,
but a young man who had suffered the severe shock
and awe of gruesome conflict, or what we today would
recognize as profound post traumatic stress disorder. It was
something he contended with for the rest of his life.
Once the cheery and innocent farm lad, Ernie suffered the
consequences of war and his frequent depression finally
got the best of him.
I remember a fateful Christmas Day when I was still quite
young when we kids were excitedly awaiting our trip to
my grandparents’ house for our celebratory dinner. That
is, until my mother received an urgent telephone call from
her father – it was announced then that Christmas was
cancelled.
On Christmas Day 1972, my grandfather found his brother
dead. Ernie took his own life, having turned his own gun
upon himself – the remembrance of the so-called Great
War undoubtedly haunting him to his grave. How terribly
tragic indeed.
Is my ancestor’s story unique? Unfortunately not. Look
at any number of cenotaphs in British Columbia that
mark the memory of a lost generation of young sons (and

Back Home
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fathers) who gave their lives in the tragic battles of the
First World War.
Unlike Vimy Ridge and Passchendaele, the Battle of Hill
70 was largely forgotten for about 100 years. But this
Remembrance Day – indeed every Remembrance Day –
our family will never forget Uncle Ernie or the incredible
sacrifice he and so many thousands of others like him
made in “the war to end all wars.”
This Remembrance Day, have a look at one of the many
cenotaphs found throughout this province, think of the
incredible hardships endured by these brave souls, and,
more importantly – never forget. Ernie is commemorated
on the Municipality of Saanich’s WWI Honour Roll. May
our ancestors Rest in Peace.
For those wishing to view their own ancestors’ war
records, see this Government of Canada searchable
database.
A fifth-generation British Columbian, Daniel Marshall
is an author, professor, curator, documentarian, and
researcher focusing on BC’s relatively untold, rich history.
He is a leader and award-winning researcher on historic
Native-Newcomer relations, and their evolution and
implications on Aboriginal rights today.
His award-winning documentary, “Canyon War: The
Untold Story,” aired on Knowledge Network, APTN,
and PBS. His latest book, “Claiming the Land: British
Columbia and the Making of a New El Dorado,” is
available in BC bookstores accrross B.C.

The site of Hill 70 today. Memorial Park, Loos-en-Gohelle,
France
Golden Shovel
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Battle for Hill 70
The Canadian Encyclopedia Published August 11, 2017
Brereton Greenhouse, Jon Tattrie

The lives of many Canadian soldiers were saved by
the work of Private Michael O’Rourke, an Irish-born
Canadian stretcher bearer. He received a Victoria Cross
for repeatedly running into German fire to rescue wounded
Canadians.
Major Okill Massey Learmonth of Québec jumped atop a
parapet and hurled hand grenades at the enemy during a
German counter attack on 18 Aug. The 23-year-old officer
caught German grenades that were thrown at him, and
tossed them back at the enemy. Learmonth was wounded
and later died, and was posthumously awarded the Victoria
Cross.
Another four Canadians also received the Victoria Cross
for bravery at Hill 70, the British Empire’s highest award
for military valour.
Memory
The fighting at Hill 70, overshadowed by the more famous
Canadian battles at Vimy Ridge in April, 1917 and at
Passchendaele in the fall of that year, is not as well known
to many Canadians. However, some historians argue that
Hill 70 was one of Canada’s most significant contributions

Mining Association

“It was altogether the hardest battle in which the Corps
has participated,” wrote Currie himself. “It was a great and
wonderful victory. GHQ [General Headquarters] regard it
as one of the finest performances of the war.”
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Thanks largely to Currie’s tactical skill and prowess, the
battle resulted in a German defeat and the diversion of
German resources and attention away from the larger
Allied campaign underway at the time at Passchendaele.
This success, coming after the victory at Vimy, further
boosted Canada’s sense of pride and nationhood on the
world stage. Most importantly, it cemented the reputation
of the Canadian Corps as an effective assault force within
the larger British army — a reputation the Canadians
would prove again and again, under Currie’s leadership,
through the remainder of 1917 and 1918 as the war
eventually wound to an end.
Canada’s sacrifices — including the nearly 1,900 Canadian
soldiers who died in the battle — are remembered today
at the Hill 70 Memorial, and at the Loos British Cemetery
outside Lens, France. The names of Canadians who died
at Hill 70 with no known graves are also inscribed on the
larger memorial at Vimy Ridge.

In September 1917, General Arthur Currie and other Canadian Corps commanders attend a memorial service to men
who fell at the battle of Hill 70, during the First World War
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of the First World War, more important even than Vimy
Ridge.

The following is an excerpt from the original article.
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The Lochnagar Mine Crater - La Boisselle, France

By Simon Jones
One of the most famous and dramatic landmarks on the
Somme battlefield is the Lochnagar mine crater near the
village of La Boisselle. The yawning chasm is the result
of a massive explosion at the opening of the battle at 7.28
a.m. on 1st July 1916. This article tells you how and
why it was blown, who dug it, what effect it had on the
Germans, and whether it helped the attack.
The Glory Hole
Underground warfare began in the La Boisselle sector
on Christmas Day 1914. The purpose of blowing a mine
beneath an enemy position was to destroy a section of
the defences but mostly the tunnels were stopped beneath
no man’s land by counter mines. By the time the British
took over the sector from French troops, no man’s land
was riddled with mine galleries below ground and the
surface was a mass of large craters, as both sides fought to
destroy their opponents galleries by detonating ever larger
explosive charges.[1]
The specialist British 179th Tunnelling Company of the
Royal Engineers arrived in the sector in August 1915
and found the Germans dominant, with deeper and more
extensive tunnel networks. There followed a desperate
struggle for control of the ground beneath no man’s land
and the sector became so riven by mine craters that the
British troops named it the ‘Glory Hole’. By October,
when 185th Tunnelling Company was brought in to work
alongside 179th, they had dug down to the water level at
around 100 feet but the Germans were even deeper.[2]
Neither the French nor the British had managed to place a
tunnel beneath the enemy front line, but the Germans had
achieved it several times, destroying trenches and dugouts
and burying alive infantry and engineers. The Germans
Page 14

attack gallery at 90 feet depth; like the 45 feet gallery, this
was horizontal rather than inclined.

had established ascendancy beneath no man’s land on
the Western Front and the British response was to form
specialist Tunnelling Companies of experienced miners.
The officers were mostly mining engineers and 185th
was commanded by Captain Thomas Richardson who, a
few months previously, had been in charge of sewerage
construction in Rio de Janeiro.
The Genesis of the Lochnagar Mine
On 11th November 1915, in a new attempt to reach the
German trenches, Richardson began a new tunnel away
from any known German mining. To conceal the entrance
from German view, he began it 400 feet behind his own
front line, at a communication trench called Lochnagar
Street, but to reach the German lines it would need to be
driven almost a thousand feet.
To further conceal the workings and protect them from
shell and mortar fire, Richardson first sank a vertical shaft
30 feet and excavated a chamber; from here he began
what was described as a ‘main attack gallery’ at a steep
45 degree incline. To remove the spoil, he drove another
gallery sloping gently back from the chamber to a point
over 100 feet behind. By the end of the month they had
driven the attack gallery 115 feet which, if it maintained a
45 degree incline, will have reached 110 feet depth. They
had also begun a second gallery at 45 feet depth, running
towards the German line on a horizontally plane which
had reached 54 feet in length. The miners advanced the
tunnels by up to 17 feet a day but the speed of work caused
problems for the infantry having to remove the spoil.
For every foot dug about 48 sandbags of spoil had to be
removed and in early December they lay a trolley way to
facilitate their removal.[3] Richardson also began a third
gallery towards the Germans by branching from the main
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At the deeper levels, the chalk was extremely hard
and the engineering contractor who had recruited the
Tunnelling Companies, John Norton-Griffiths, advocated
using pneumatic picks to drive tunnels through it at the
water level, between 80 and 120 feet deep, to attack
the Germans.[4] Richardson, however, did not to use a
compressor to drill the Lochnagar tunnels mechanically,
although one was installed at the far more extensive
Inch Street system in the Glory Hole. Compressed air
driven rotary drills were not a success and stuck in small
pockets of soft chalk,[5] while hammer drills could
be heard for long distances underground, alerting the
enemy to the activity. The alternative however was also
noisy, as it involved shot blasting with explosives from
1½-inch diameter holes hand-drilled into the face. The
reverberation of the denotations were clearly heard and
felt for long distances underground, but Richardson and
his German opponents adopted
shot blasting as the only means of
making progress. Captain Henry
Hance, who commanded 179th
Tunnelling Company, disliked this
method because he believed it would
provoke the enemy and alert them to
the British work, but he also had no
choice but to adopt it.

their own lines and began to shell it regularly. Early on the
30th January, the Germans launched a raid on the British
front line south of the Lochnagar mine, capturing a dozen
men of the Essex Regiment but failed to reach the mine
entrance. [8] It was a lucky escape but shortly afterwards,
a disaster was to befall 185th. On 4th February, while
Richardson was experimenting with a listening apparatus
in the Inch Street system, the Germans blew a mine charge
close to a British gallery. Methane from the explosion
was forced into the British system and detonated, badly
injuring Richardson and another officer; the resulting
vacuum drew in carbon monoxide, also a by-product of
the original explosion, which killed the two officers and
sixteen miners.
Three weeks later, 185th Tunnelling Company was ordered
to a new sector to the north and Hance’s 179th took
over its underground workings. By this time, the upper
Lochnagar gallery was advanced almost 800 feet, the
lower 535 feet. Hance halted work on the deeper gallery

Sometime in January 1916 Richardson
ceased driving the main attack gallery,
possibly because it was well below
the water level and will have needed
constant pumping. He continued the
45 feet and 90 feet deep horizontal
galleries and, because the ground
rose towards the German lines, their
depths slowly increased to 50 and
100 feet. Richardson’s reasons for
driving galleries at different levels are
not fully clear but they enabled him
to listen more effectively for German
counter mines and also enabled him
to mask the noise from his deeper
gallery with deliberately noisy work at
the upper level.[6]
German Suspicions: Silent Working
The spoil heap from the Lochnagar
workings quickly grew to ‘a colossal
mountain of white chalk burrowed
from the bowels of the earth.’[7] The
Germans could see it from aerial
photographs and probably also from
Issue #7

The front line of the German 111th Reserve Infantry Regiment at the ‘Glory
Hole’, called by the Germans the Granathof Stellung, 1915-16. “Tr’ represents
mine craters in no man’s land. (c) Ralph Whitehead
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British and German mine systems at La Boisselle. (c)
GoogleEarth and Simon Jones
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behind would catch the stone as it fell. The men worked
bare-footed, the floor of the gallery was carpeted with
sandbags, and an officer was always present to preserve
silence. As sand bags were filled with chalk they were
passed out along a line of men seated on the floor, and
stacked against the wall ready for use later as tamping.[10]
To ventilate the long drive they used large blacksmiths
bellows connected to hose which ran up to the working
face but the air was still so poor that candles would only
burn at the face directly where the air came out of the hose.
[11] They reduced the size of the gallery to about four and
a half feet high and two and a half feet wide, leaving less
to excavate, but conditions were even more uncomfortable.
Hance recalled:
The work was extremely laborious, and if we advanced
18” in 24 hours we thought we did well.[12]
In fact, average progress during March fell to less than one
foot a day.[13]

Thomas Richardson, first commander of the 185th Tunnelling Company
and just continued the upper, which was now less than 200
feet from the German front line. The danger of detection
was now extremely real. They halted work frequently
to listen for sounds of German countermining, often for
long periods, and on 8th March no sounds were audible
to the naked ear for 24 hours. By the end that month, the
face of the Lochnagar tunnel was about 140 feet from the
Germans and 179th had to try to work in complete silence
if the Germans were not to detect them. The hand-pushed
spoil trucks were too noisy, even though they were fitted
with rubber tyres and ran on wooden rails and, as one of
the officers, James Young, recalled, ‘at the end everything
was man-handled.’[9] Lieutenant Stanley Bullock
described the ground as ‘broken chalk’, which meant that
it was possible to get a bayonet point into cracks in the
face, and Hance described the methods used to avoid being
heard:
It was done in silence. A large number of bayonets were
fitted with handles. The operator inserted the point in a
crack in the “face”, or alongside a flint, of which there
were any number in the chalk, gave it a twist which
wrenched loose a piece of stone of varying size which he
caught with his other hand and laid on the floor. If, for
any reason, he had to use greater force, another man from
Page 18

In the Inch Street system, the galleries of both sides were
so close beneath no man’s land that a break-in, described
by Bullock as ‘one of the things we dreaded,’ was daily
expected and finally occurred on 10th April 1916.[14]
Captain Wilfred Creswick, in charge of the Inch Street
and Lochnagar workings, entered an enemy gallery but
the Germans blew a charge laid in readiness and he, with
two miners working nearby, were killed and their bodies
lost beyond recovery. Creswick was replaced as Section
Commander by James Young, a colliery manager from
Kilmarnock; he was to be responsible for the completion,
charging and firing of the Lochnagar mine. The next day,
the Germans raided the front line above the Lochnagar
mine for a second time, capturing 29 British infantry but,
again, they did not penetrate as far as the tunnel entrance.
On the day of the raid, Hance was sent for extended leave
to a rest centre in Marseille for reasons not recorded but
probably exhaustion and he didn’t return until 7th June.
Until then, 179th was under the second in command,
Captain Gilbert Rowan, a colliery manager from Fife. This
was to be a crucial period of preparation for the Somme
offensive.
The Lochnagar tunnel was directed at a German position
known as the Schwabenhöhe from which the Germans
had a wide field of fire against British attackers crossing
an area known as Sausage Valley. Hance described the
objective as being threefold:
(1) to destroy the enemy trench and to knock out his
machine guns at this point, where his trench formed a
pronounced salient (2) to destroy his underground system
whatever it might be (3) to kill any troops he might have
sheltering underground from our bombardment.[15]
In mid-April, 179th branched the tunnel to aim at two
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points on the German front line with the intention of
placing two mines, 250 feet apart but, as the branches
were slowly advanced, they began to hear the sounds
of Germans overhead, digging down from their front
line. The German mining operations were carried out by
Württemberg troops of the 1st Reserve Company of the
13th Pioneers, commanded by Lieutenant Sihler. Sihler
must have suspected British activity because in April
he started two underground listening galleries from the
Schwabenhöhe; on 22nd reported that noises had been
heard in front of the southern part and began three more
tunnels to try to locate the source. By the end of the month,
the two closest to the British tunnel were about 130 feet
away but, although the southernmost was kinked slightly
towards the British tunnel, they continued otherwise
straight suggesting that Sihler had not pinpointed its
location. By mid-June Sihler’s two galleries closest to
the Lochnagar tunnel were both down over 80 feet (27m
and 26m), almost twice as deep as the British.[16] ‘Jerry
was very close and under us,’ Young recalled and, as they
worked silently in the Lochnagar tunnel, the British miners
could hear the Germans plainly with the naked ear, in a
gallery descending from their front line, ‘stumping down
their incline’ and also clearly above in dugouts.[17] But
the sounds didn’t get any closer: Sihler knew they were
somewhere but didn’t know exactly where.

ten days later he suffered a reoccurrence of a gastric ulcer.
It was only in mid-June, when the commander of Fourth
Army, General Rawlinson, issued orders for the attack,
that the rest of the 179th were definitely informed of it.
The strain of the work also told on the men and during
late May and June some miners were demoted from six
shilling a day ‘Tunnellers’ to two shillings and two pence
‘Tunneller’s Mates’ for ‘inefficiency’ or ‘laziness’, a major
blow to the pride of a miner who could earn far more at
home. On 19th June, a Sergeant deserted but was later
allowed to continue serving in the ranks.
The Y Sap mine reached its target beneath the German
position, at the cost of sacrificing quiet working, but
progress at Lochnagar was so slow that time was running
out. When the 4th Army Operation Order was issued
on 14th June, neither of the two Lochnagar branches

The Coming Somme Attack
During April and May Rowan had to deal with increasing
demands on his men for the coming Somme offensive.
The 179th was engaged in a second major mine gallery
on the left side of La Boisselle village, aimed at a German
position known as Y Sap, which was to be even longer
than the Lochnagar tunnel. Rowan was also ordered to dig
a series of shallow tunnels across no man’s land, known
as ‘Russian Saps’, not only at La Boisselle but opposite
Ovillers and Thiepval to the north, intended as mortar
or machine gun positions and to enable re-supply once
the German front line had been captured. One, known as
Kerriemuir, was started in April about 400 feet to the left
of the Lochnagar mine. Rowan had to withdraw a quarter
of his personnel from the tunnel system at the Glory Hole
to work on the Russian Saps
and the blowing of mines in the Glory Hole was stopped
unless absolutely necessary.[18] Hugh Kerr, in charge of
the Y Sap tunnel, paid tribute to the men of 179th:
The men worked like hell – you never saw such workmen
in your life. They went all out. We had over 900 strong at
one time; had about 600 or 700 infantry attached humping
sandbags out of the place.[19]
On 15th May Rowan attended a meeting at III Corps
headquarters at which the coming attack was explained:
Issue #7

Joe Cox and Tom Hodgetts, miners from Shirebrook,
Derbyshire, serving with the 185th Tunnelling Company
Photographed on the Somme in Albert. Friends from
before the war, only Tom survived. (c) Hunting
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tunnels had reached beneath the German line, both were
well over a hundred feet short. Hance stopped driving
the two tunnels forward and began cutting out chambers
to contain explosives. To compensate, he would have
to ‘overcharge’ the mines with far more explosive than
was needed simply to form a crater, in order to throw the
maximum amount of debris over the German trenches:
rather than blow the defenders skywards, they would bury
them alive. The overcharging would also to throw up
high lips of debris which might form a barrier to prevent
the Germans firing from
the flanks, especially from
the village of La Boisselle
across no man’s land, and
also create high ground from
which the attackers could gain
observation and fire over the
Germans. But this depended
on the attackers reaching the
high lips before the Germans
and previous experience
showed that the Germans
were faster than the British
at capturing crater lips, even
when taken by surprise.

leave his men vulnerable to machine gun fire coming from
his left when the German machine gunners would be able
to focus entirely on his battalion. He offered to change
places with the Lincolns, closest to the mine, and take
the risk from the debris, if it meant that all the units could
advance simultaneously. According to Urmiston, his offer
was declined by his brigade commander who felt unable to
alter decisions already taken by the higher command.[20]

The timing of the mines blown on 1st July 1916 became
controversial when that at Beaumont Hamel was detonated
ten minutes before Zero.
[21] This fatal error not
only gave the Germans the
perfect warning that the
attack had finally come but
also disrupted the timings
of the crucial barrage lifts
in the whole sector, denying
the attacking infantry the
protection of their own guns
so that troops could try to
seize the crater in advance
of the main attack. This was
not proposed at La Boisselle
where initially the Lochnagar
The plan by the 34th Division
mine was ordered to be fired
to capture the heavily
at one minute before Zero
fortified La Boisselle relied
and the Y Sap Mine at Zero.
on a converging attack
Within a few days orders were
which would envelop the
amended so that Lochnagar
village. Rather than helping
was to be blown two minutes
this attack, the mines risked
before Zero, then both mines
disrupting it, for the attacking
were to be blown at this
infantry would have to pass
time.[22] This was probably
either side of the Lochnagar
prompted by caution over the
and Y Sap mines, leaving
attackers being injured by
gaps in the advance. The
falling debris and the danger
battalion on whose left front
of a slight delay in the mines
the Lochnagar mine was to be
firing. Two minutes were
detonated, the 10th Lincolns
in fact more than adequate
(Grimsby Chums), had to
for the debris to fall but it
delay their advance because
required precise coordination
A brittish Tunnel at 80 feet depth in the hard chalk at of the firing of the mine and
of the need to withdraw from
La Boisselle
their front line owing to
the advance by the infantry.
the danger of their trenches
The infantry were eager to
collapsing and the perceived danger of falling debris. No
get across no man’s land as soon as their barrage moved
man’s land was wider to the right of the mine and this
on to the next line of defences, before the Germans could
meant that they had to cross an even wider expanse. When
open fire, but the mining officer in the trenches had to fire
the commander of the brigade which was to make the
the mine exactly to synchronise with the artillery barrage
attack at this point (Brigadier-General R. C. Gore, 101st
and the infantry attack. The decision as to the timing
Infantry Brigade) briefed his battalion commanders on
will not have been Hance’s although he may have been
the coming operation, one, Lt. Col. Urmiston, 15th Royal
consulted and will have had a view. He had been awarded
Scots, objected that the mine would delay the advance and
the Military Cross for charging and firing a mine on 15th
Page 20
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June 1915 at Givenchy, which had killed a Canadian
officer and buried other attackers. As with Lochnagar, it
was overcharged because it had not reached as far as the
German line and was also blown two minutes before zero.
[23]
Charging the Mine
As Hance calculated the quantity of explosives needed at
Lochnagar and Y Sap he will have known of no one else
in history who had created such large explosions. He
would place 40,000 pounds (18.1 tonnes) at Y Sap and
two charges of 30,000 pounds (13.6 tonnes) at Lochnagar.
The left branch at Lochnagar was roughly at ninety
degrees to the German trench while the longer right branch
approached it at about forty-five. Therefore he divided the

charges unevenly, placing 24,000 pounds in the left branch
and 36,000 in the longer right branch. The two chambers
were not large enough for the charges which would
overflow into the branch galleries back to the junction and
the charges would form one massive crater. The combined
60,000 pounds (27.2 tonnes) would therefore give 179th
Tunnelling Company the record for the largest mine yet
blown by the British.[24] At the same time 179th would
fire two 8,000 pound ‘camouflet’ charges in the Inch Street
system to destroy the German galleries, this meant that a
total of 116,000 pounds (52.6 tonnes) had to be carried into
the front line and down the long tunnels.
Since 5th June, 179th had known that the attack would be
preceded by five days of preparatory bombardment and

Aerial Photograph with British and German mining south of the Glory Hole prior to Zero on 1st July 1916 (c)
Landesarchiv Baden Wurttemberg/ Annotations (c) Simon Jones
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gas attacks, during which time the trenches were to be kept
as empty as possible. As well as the danger of some of the
British shells falling short, the Germans were very likely to
respond with counter shelling and they needed to complete
charging before this began, although the date was yet to be
announced. Bullock described how the explosive for the
Lochnagar mine and the two camouflets was brought up
by night in horse drawn wagons to a chateau just behind
the lines at Bécourt, which also housed a medical unit and
Brigade headquarters:
much to the anxiety of the Brigade Major, who certainly
had reason for his fears since, should this have been
exploded, which was quite likely considering that the
Germans were frequently bombarding this place, he and
his staff and the dressing station would all have gone sky
high.[25]
Every night for about a week, infantry parties carried over
one and a half thousand boxes, each containing 50 pounds
of the ammonal explosive, up to the mine entrances:

Hugh Kerr, responsible for the Y sap mine which he fired on 1
July 1916. Daily mirror 25 May 1917

I or one of the other Tunnelling Officers had always to
meet these parties in order to see that the work was duly
carried out and at the same time guide them through
the trenches. As may be imagined, this was not a task
particularly enjoyed by those concerned, as, not only
was it very heavy work, as the trenches at that time were
wet and greasy, but the job of carrying explosive about
with the likelihood of shells dropping amongst you was
not a particularly desirable one. By the time the Infantry

Gilbert Rowan, Who commanded 179th Tunnelling
Company during much of the preparation for the battle
of teh Somme. (c) Fiona Middlemiss

Henry M. Hance, commander of the 179th Tunneling
Comany, Photographed before the war. (c) Mr J. Bennett
and Simon Jones
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had been on this work for two or three nights the general
impression amongst them was that we were getting up
enough explosive to blow Fritz back to Berlin.[26]
The boxes were about a foot square and, according to one
of the Grimsby Chums, each infantrymen had to take up
two:
… we carried ammonal up to the mouth of a mine-shaft,
in square wooden boxes, each containing 50 lb., two being
nailed together with narrow strips of wood which served
as handles. On the first night we were in a trench behind
the château, awaiting the order to move off, when we
were startled by a shower of 5.9’s, and a near-stampede
followed. Fortunately, those in front moved off briskly, and
those behind lost no time in following. The boxes were
delivered in record time![27]
During the day they decanted the ammonal explosive into
rubberized canvas bags to keep it dry during the two weeks
that it would lie in the chamber. Each bag contained about
thirty pounds and for the Lochnagar charges they filled
2,000 bags. One tunneller described decanting as:
a dangerous and unpleasant job, the ammonal dust staining
everything it came in contact with, including arms and
faces, a violent and lasting yellow.[28]
The charging of Lochnagar was begun by Captain James
Young and Lieutenant Ralph Fox and they expected to get

the job about half complete before they were relieved after
48 hours. They did not use the wheeled trolleys for fear of
alerting the Germans and the quantity of men needed soon
ate up all the available oxygen in the cramped, 900 foot
tunnel. When Bullock and Second Lieutenant Alexander
McKay took over, they found only about twenty bags
loaded. Rather than trying to carry the bags down the
tunnel, they organised the men as a human chain along the
entire length, while the officers took it in turn to stack the
bags in the chambers and branch galleries:
We determined to get along with the thing as quickly as
possible and took eight hour spells in the face each with
periodical trips up and down the gallery in order to keep
the Infantry passing bags from one to another at full speed.
This could only be done by having the men spaced every
two yards, thus curtailing the distance each man had to
carry.[29]
All the time they were conscious of the Germans above
and below but, so long as they could hear them, they knew
that they were not going to blow. The German routine was
to stop work between midnight and 7am: it was during this
silent period that there was the greatest risk of being blown
but 179th could not stop work. By 7am they had loaded
about 400 bags and anxiously waited for the Germans to
resume: instead there was a further silence that Bullock
found ominous and terrifying:

In this staged photograph, a tunnelling officer demonstrates a geophone listening device while the miners appear
to be putting in tamping for a mine charge. In reality, the geophone was too sensitive to be used when men were
working in the vicinity. (c) IWM Q115
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charged when Young came up that afternoon to take over.
He expected to check that the detonators were in correctly
and the leads properly connected, but Bullock and McKay
had worked much faster than he anticipated – one senses
rivalry between the shifts and the officers – and Young
had no choice but to report to Hance that everything was
in order. By the following morning they had completed
the charging and begun backfilling, or tamping, the tunnel.
They had stored hundreds of sandbags of chalk along the
gallery in readiness and used them to block the tunnel
solidly for 350 feet from the branch.
Zero

Ralph Hawtrey, James Young and Stanley Bullock, 179th
Tunnelling Company, in Albert on 28th June 1916, prior
to leaving for the front line for the opening of the battle
of the Somme. Ralph Hawtrey was killed at High Wood in
September. (c) Mrs. A. Russell and Simon Jones
we all thought that the Boche must have tumbled to what
we were doing, and we half expected to have the whole
thing blown up any minute, the only consolation being that
we should not know what had happened.[30]
Finally, after an hour, the Germans started work as
normal; Bullock never understood the reason for the
delay. Later that morning they had half the charge loaded
and the detonators and leads prepared for embedding
in the charges. Both charges at Lochnagar required
twelve detonators, connected in series, each inserted into
a guncotton primer, which were placed inside charge
bags and buried evenly throughout the explosives, plus
a complete back-up system of another twelve detonators
in case the first failed. It was the most dangerous part
of the work, carried out by the officers in the chambers,
surrounded by hundred of stacked bags of explosives.
Bullock and McKay had all the detonators in, the leads
connected and the two chambers about three-quarters
Page 24

On 23rd June Fourth Army ordered that the bombardment
should begin the following day, this would make Zero
day the 29th. On the afternoon of 28th June, six officers
detailed by Hance to fire the four mines went to the
headquarters of 34th Division for their final instructions
for the attack the following day. The firing of Lochnagar
was the task of James Young and Second Lieutenant Ralph
Fox, Stanley Bullock and Alexander McKay would blow
the two mines in Inch Street, and Y Sap was blown by
Captain Hugh Kerr and Lieutenant Ralph Hawtrey. They
learned that Zero Hour was to be at 7.30 a.m. and that
they were to detonate the four mines two minutes before.
They set their watches by one at headquarters which
in turn had been synchronised with others sent to each
headquarters all along the attack front. No sooner had
they reached the front line, after a long journey through
trenches packed with troops preparing for the attack, than
they were ordered to return: Zero had been postponed for
two days to 1st July. Bad weather had prevented accurate
bombardment of the German positions and more shelling
was needed.

across. A whole section of the British front line which
jutted out immediately to the right of where Lochnagar
was to explode was evacuated by the 10th Lincolns
(Grimsby Chums) owing to the danger. To the left, in the
Tyneside Scottish someone in the first wave shouted to
his men five minutes before Zero, ‘NOW! Get hold of the
parapet boys, she’s going up’.[32]
Opposite, mostly deep in their dugouts and the cellars
of La Boisselle, men from Baden of the 110th Reserve
Infantry Regiment had endured a week of torment
from explosions, thirst and hunger. But in most places,
although their trenches were in ruins, the dugouts held
up against the British shells and only to the south of
the Schwabenhöhe had heavy mortars caused some to
collapse.

McKay then pressed his plunger home; they did not notice
the Y Sap mine go up but Kerr fired it successfully. On the
ground, the shockwaves of the mines were felt far more
than heard, there was no bang, either on the Somme or in
England as was claimed much later;[34] but 8,000 feet
above the battlefield the sound waves reached a pilot who
had been warned to keep clear of La Boisselle but turned
his machine to observe the detonations of Lochnagar and
Y Sap:

At 7.28 a.m. Stanley Bullock rammed down the handle of
his exploder to fire the first of the Inch Street mines. After
the merest pause, he felt the ground beneath him shudder, a
few seconds later another shake of the ground told him that
Young had successfully fired Lochnagar:

… the earth heaved and flashed, a tremendous and
magnificent column rose up into the sky. There was an earsplitting roar, drowning all the guns, flinging the machine
sideways in the repercussing air. The earthy column rose,
higher and higher to almost four thousand feet. There it
hung, or seemed to hang, for a moment in the air, like the
silhouette of some great cypress tree, then fell away in a
widening cone of dust and debris. A moment later came
the second mine. Again the roar, the upflung machine, the
strange gaunt silhouette invading the sky. Then the dust
cleared and we saw the two white eyes of the craters.[35]

In the suspense which ensued before I felt the next
mine explode, there was no thought for the destruction
of life and waste of material when thousands of tons of
explosives disappeared into space, only that orders should
be faithfully obeyed.[33]

…we witnessed a most wonderful spectacle. A huge
column of chalk was thrown up several hundred feet into
the air and came down in a beautiful white cascade. [36]

An officer of the 3rd Tyneside Scottish, in the second wave
to the left of the Lochnagar mine, was exalted:

When the firing party went up for the second time the
German retaliation had begun: the shrapnel shells bursting
in the air was ‘one of the most brilliant displays of
fireworks’ that Bullock had ever seen.[31]
The firing leads were run back to dugouts close to the
front line, where in the early morning, the six tunnelling
officers were checking and re-checking the firing circuits
by passing through a low current from a battery to flick the
needle of a galvanometer. Even though they had used twin
sets of leads for each mine, sudden shelling could cause
a breakage that might be impossible to find and repair.
All the effort would have been wasted and the attackers
would lose the advantage that the mines promised. At 6.25
a.m., the British bombardment resumed with a fierce new
intensity.
The infantrymen who were to attack near to the two mines
had been warned to stay out of any unsupported dugouts,
to beware of falling debris and to expect craters 150 yards
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The attack of the 34th Division on 1st July 1916 (British Official History)
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One of the Grimsby Chums described ‘the whole ground
around swaying and rocking as with an earthquake’ and
another, who braced his leg against the trench, had it
broken by the shock wave.[37] They felt the ground sway
three times and saw a crust of earth rise and bursting from
it a core of amber:
great pieces of earth as big as coal wagons were blasted
skywards to hurtle and roll and then start to scream back
all around us. A great geyser of mud, chalk and flame had
risen and subsided before our gaze.[38]
Another likened the swaying of the ground to the plate of a
weighing machine:
Looking over the parapet, one saw a huge wall rise to
some three hundred feet, composed of chalk, mud, dust,
timber, etc., with here and there a German. [39]
The Lochnagar mine hurled up 84,000 tonnes of earth and
chalk and left a crater 220 feet across and 55 feet deep.[40]
The debris buried 600 feet of the German front line and the
Baden infantry in the dugouts had no chance: some were
instantly fragmented, some hurled into the air, crushed,
or would die slowly trapped 30 feet underground. At Y
Sap the mine completely destroyed the German advanced
position, leaving a high-lipped crater 130 feet wide but,
having detected the British digging beneath them, the
Germans had withdrawn back to their front line and
suffered no casualties.
Two minutes after the mines detonated came Zero. As the
British guns lifted their fire from the German front line
to the positions behind, 4,000 heavily burdened British
soldiers climbed out of their trenches and began walking
across the overgrown fields of no man’s land while,
behind them, another 4,000 surged forward. Soon more
would advance, for the commander of the 34th Division
had deployed all his 12,000 infantry at once against La
Boisselle.
Apart from around the Lochnagar mine and in places
south of the Schwabenhöhe, the deep German dugouts
had withstood the British bombardment. The mine

explosions and the lifting of the British barrage alerted
the Baden infantrymen that the long-expected attack
had arrived. The survivors emerged from dugouts with
machine guns and rifles to open fire on the rows of soldiers
advancing in orderly lines through the long grass and
sweeping down the slopes behind in columns. Within
two minutes of setting out, the leading attackers were
struck by the German machine gun and rifle fire. Many
of the Grimsby Chums and 11th Suffolks were hit before
they had even passed their own front line, having been
pulled back to avoid the Lochnagar mine debris. The pace
of the advance was carefully regulated to keep behind
the protective British barrage but as the men at the front
faltered, those following caught up and the bunched men
formed perfect targets. Within ten minutes eighty percent
of the leading battalions were hit. The losses suffered by
the 34th Division attacking at La Boisselle were the worst
of any on the 1st July 1916.[41] Urmiston was correct in
his prediction about heavy German fire, except that it was
experienced by all the attacking battalions. However, the
Lochnagar mine successfully destroyed a section of the
German front line. The destruction enabled the attackers
to penetrate the German front line and advance beyond it
until, counterattacked, they were forced back to the area
of the crater.[42] In his report on the mine, Hance claimed
that the mine had benefited the attackers by causing
‘considerable loss’ to the Germans and that:
by the violence of the shock to his garrison, and the
shelter afforded by the lips of the crater itself, enabled our
attacking infantry to reach his trenches here, and to pass
over them in the first assault, with comparatively light
loss. Such loss as was incurred must have been caused by
fire from his flank. The infantry were also on Z night to
establish themselves inside this crater, forming an advance
position in front of our original trenches.[43]
The Kerriemuir Russian Sap was intended to allow the resupply of the captured front line in just such an eventuality.
By the night before Zero, the 179th was supposed to have
prepared the tunnel with just two feet of cover left before
it broke the surface, three-quarters of the way across no

man’s land. The final work of opening it immediately the
mines were blown was the task of a platoon of the 18th
Northumberland Fusiliers Pioneers under Lieutenant John
Nixon. On the evening of 30th June, however, Nixon was
shocked to learn that his men would have to dig through
twelve feet of chalk to open the tunnel, a full day’s work.
They therefore began the task at midnight and managed to
open the Kerriemuir tunnel an hour after Zero, and it was
used later in the afternoon to feed men through to reinforce
the captured German line in the Schwabenhöhe (it was
not, as was claimed later, connected to the Lochnagar mine
crater).[44]
Although the Lochnagar mine gave some assistance to the
British attack, Germans losses caused by the explosion
were subject to a confused and exaggerated claim from
the British side. The GHQ Inspector of Mines, BrigadierGeneral R. N. Harvey, visited a week after the attack and
spoke to the 179th officers who had been on duty. He later
described the effect that the Lochnagar mine was believed
to have had on the Germans:
We reckoned we closed in 9 deep dug-outs, each with an
officer and 35 men – for prisoners were taken from the
next dug-out, they were all marched out and the officer
said there were 9 other dug-outs with the same numbers of
inhabitants as his, i.e. 9 x 1 officer and 35 men – 9 officers
and 315 men. As a result, our troops went over with few
casualties.[45]
The British Official Historian erroneously ascribed
Harvey’s claim to the Y Sap mine rather than Lochnagar
but neither Harvey’s estimate of the German losses nor his
claim of light casualties to the attackers are supported by
the evidence and there is no record of any British attempt
to excavate German dugouts collapsed or destroyed by
the mine.[46] German records show that nothing like the
number of men referred to by Harvey was holding the
affected front line which was part of the sector of the 5th
Company of 110th Reserve Infantry Regiment. An analysis
of casualty reports shows that this company suffered 109
casualties between 27th June and 3rd July, of which 35
were reported as killed or missing (killed) on 1st July.[47]
It is possible therefore that the garrison of no more than
one German dugout was lost as a result of the explosion of
the Lochnagar mine.

A burial Mound in the bottom of the Lochnagar Crater,
September 1917. (c) IWM Q49394

La Boisselle fell to the British on 4th July, but James
Young did not see the crater of the Lochnagar mine before
he was wounded on 8th July. He survived the war, and
died in 1949.
The Lochnagar Crater, Shortly after it was blown, showing the locations of the two charges. From the work of the Royal
Engineers in the European War, 1914-19. Military Mining (Chatham, 1922)
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After the Y Sap crater was filled in during the 1970s,
the Englishman Richard Dunning purchased the crater
to ensure its preservation to which aim the Friends of
Lochnagar work today.
Issue #7

The Lochnagar Crater today (Wikimedia Commons)
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for king and country

We Stand On Guard For Thee
Mitch Mortensen AKA Leighton Woolsey
The Province February 28, 1944
Sgt. A. R. Woolsey, son of Mrs. C. L. Wilkene of 4320
Atlin, is a member of the crew of a Halifax bomber in the
Bison group in Britain, who downed a German JU88 on a
bombing raid recently.
“The JU88 attacked about a minute before we unloaded
our bombs over the center of Berlin,” said Sgt T. F. Barley
of Bridgport, Ont., rear gunner.
Our plane was considerably damaged by JU88 cannon and
machine gun fire.
“As he passed over the top I opened fire with a five-second
burst; followed through, and saw tracers bouncing off him
from the nose to tail.
“He turned over, dived straight down in front of our
aircraft and was lost to sight, but I think we got him,”
related Sergeant Woolsey, mid upper gunner. It was his
sixth trip over an enemy target.
Sergeant Woolsey, 21, was employed by the B.C. Electric.

WOOLSEY, FS Arthur Ronald (R197583) - Distinguished
Flying Medal - No.429 Squadron - Award effective 13
July 1944 as per London Gazette dated 21 July and AFRO
2160/44 dated 6 October 1944.
Originally published as a DFC citation in AFRO 2052/44,
cancelled by AFRO 2101/44 and then corrected.
Home in Vancouver; enlisted there 21 October 1942.
Trained at No.3 BGS (graduated 25 June 1943). Invested
with award by King George, 11 August 1944.
“This airman has taken part in a large number of attacks
on strongly defended targets in Germany. He is a most
determined and devoted air gunner whose vigilance and
skill have made him a most valuable member of aircraft
crew. He has set a very fine example to all.”

During a recent attack on the German city of Berlin, the Halifax bomber “U” for “Uncle” from the Bison squadron of the
R.C.A.F. Bomber Group in England, was attacked by a German JU 88 just before reaching the target. When the night
fighter attacked and opened fire, this is what his gunfire did to the starboard wing of the Halifax. Shown in the pictures on top of the wing are left to right, F/O J. Atkins, pilot of the aircraft, 8 Westminster South, Montreal, and Sgt T.F.
Barley, rear gunner, Bridgeport, Ont.
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Arthur Ronald Woolsey was born November 25, 1922,
in Vancouver. His grandfather Olaf (Olie) Sandberg had
come to Canada from Sweden in the 1880’s. Olie was a
placer miner who settled with his wife Anna on Cariboo
Lake. There they made their income from gold they mined
on their claim.
In 1932 Art would make his first trip to Cariboo Lake.
They rode in the family car through the Fraser Canon just
as we do today. However, at that time though, the road was
gravel and single lane. If you met someone coming the
other way, you had to back up to a pullout. A whole day’s
travel from Vancouver just to camp at Spences Bridge.
Here in the Cariboo gold fields, Art would spend his
summers on Cariboo Lake placer mining with his
grandfather and uncles. It was the “dirty thirties”, and
people went back to the creeks to mine for gold. The
advantage of placer mining is living on the edge of the
wilderness. In the 1930’s, hunting and fishing was a means
to provide for oneself. It was hard times for a lot of people.
The economy had crashed, and democracy unraveled in
Germany. War broke out in Europe and Canada entered the
war with Germany on September 10, 1939

Above - Young Arthur Woolsey sluicing for gold on
Weaver Creek. Below - Fishing on cariboo Lake - 1930’s

Art was 16 years old and facing the potential of being
drafted into the army. He was the next generation after the
great war. He was in no hurry to march off to war and was
hopeful as anyone his age that the war would end before
they would have to serve. Yet as the years passed and
the war dragged on, the potential to be drafted increased.
When he came of age, he made a choice. He volunteered
for the Royal Canadian Air Force.
Upon Graduation he was posted to the 429 Bison Squadron
in October 1943. He appears as a Mid-Upper Gunner and
his pilots name is Jim (James) Atkins. Up until their first
mission in late November they would have been training
together daily.
Throughout his tour, when they were not on a mission,
they were training. Change in aircraft types (ex. Halifax
Mk II to Halifax Mk III) necessitated what is described
as “acceptance flights”. The crew had to work together
with fluid coordination in evolving circumstances. This
involved being fully oriented to the aircraft including its
limitations and capabilities.
Air gunners had to be proficient with their weapons. Skeet
shooting and turret manipulations for accuracy were just
part their ongoing training. They were also expected to
perform disassembly and reassembly of their guns…
blindfolded. In combat the air gunners would communicate
directly with the pilot to coordinate evasive maneuvers
such as the “corkscrew”.
The flight engineer would work with the pilot keeping the
engines going. He was like a second pilot. The navigator
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with his maps and pencils would be coordinating H2S
(ground radar) with the bomb aimer and Gee to determine
position. The bomb aimer also manned the front turret. The
wireless operator duties on a flight. included such things
as transmitting their engine noise on an enemy frequency
to jam the transmissions. He would dispense tin foil strips
called “window” to confuse enemy radar and monitor a
radar device called “fishpond”. Fishpond was a tech meant
to detect enemy night fighters closing in from below. Some
wireless operators were also trained as an air gunner.
Atkins crew
F/O J. Atkins		

Pilot

F/O R.J. Haworth

Navigator

P/O J.L. Widdie		

Air Bomber

Sgt. Robson J		

Flight Engineer

Sgt. Griffiths W.H

W/Operator

Sgt. Woolsey A.R

MU/Air Gunner

Sgt. Barley T.F		

R /Air Gunner

November 25, 1943, bomber command ordered 17 aircraft
for a midnight raid on Frankfurt. First their briefing was
delayed and then there was a taxing accident with another
aircraft from the 427 squadron. In All, fourteen Halifax Mk
II managed to take off including theirs. Jim Atkins (Pilot)
records they were airborne at 2334 hrs in Halifax JD317.
The cloudy conditions made visibility very limited, and the
damp cold would have tested the layers of clothing worn
by the crew. The temp at 14,000 ft that day was about -11.6
F (-24C).
They had crossed the English Channel and were far
enough into the raid that Art was looking through a
window in the belly of the bomber for fighters. It was their
first mission and coincidentally started out as, Art’s 21st
birthday too but they never made the target. At 0050, hours
of Nov 26, Art was climbing back to his turret (Waist Gun)
when the props of another aircraft tore through the belly of
their Halifax. He would have lost his legs and most likely
his life had he lingered.
The damage was severe enough that they had to abort the
mission. The bombs were jettisoned, and they were ablet to
make an emergency landing at Skipton-on-Swale airbase
over two hours later at 0314 hours. It was believed to be
another Halifax that had collided with them. Of the 14
aircraft that flew that night for the 429, Nine completed
their mission while three were recorded as missing.
Eleven and a half hours later they were being briefed for
another mission. This time, they and seven other aircrews
were detailed for an attack on Stuttgart. The Atkins crew
were issued another Halifax MK II. (JD274). All aircraft
except one took off successfully. The outer engine failed
Issue #7

on JD333
(aircraft “W”)
shortly after
taking off. F/S
Baker was
forced to land
in a field with
the wheels
up. A fire
developed in
an engine upon
landing but was
automatically
extinguished.
The crew were
lucky to escape
uninjured.
The seven
Sergeant Arthur R. Woolsey - 1943
other Halifax’s
were airborne as of 1643 hours and continued to target.
The weather was 8/10ths or “covered” up to 5,000 ft.
Temperatures inside the aircraft when they dropped their
bombs at 20,300 feet would have dipped to chilling -40
degrees Fahrenheit (-40 degrees Celsius). Tenths of cloud
coverage is divided into four types. Clear, scattered,
broken, and overcast. 0-1 tenths are represented as clear.
1-5 is scattered, 5-9 is broken and 10/10 is overcast.
A critical factor to nighttime bombing raids were the
Pathfinders (P.F.F.). The Pathfinders were target marking
squadrons in the Royal Air Force Bomber Command. They
were responsible for locating and marking targets with
flares for the main bombing group. Their aircraft was the
Mosquito.
Atkins crew were able to bomb on the centre of green
T.I. (Target Identifiers) markers. Jim Atkins report reads
“incendiary bombs could be seen commencing to burn”.
The port outer engine of LW285 flown by P/O Mitchell
become unserviceable enroute to target. The steady loss
of altitude meant they released their bombs at 10,000 ft.
Other crews reported a good concentration of fires were
seen reflecting on the clouds.
However, Stuttgart was not the main Target but a
diversion. 443 Lancaster’s and 7 mosquitos accompanied
the 157 Halifax’s, and 21 Lancaster’s over Northern
France nearly to Stuttgart before diverting to Belin, their
main target. The “spoof” was successful and limited fighter
activity was reported over Berlin. The diversionary raid on
Stuttgart lost 15 Halifax’s.
Aircraft “K” JD164 flown by F/S Charlebois had to
be ditched in the channel off Thorney Island after two
unsuccessful attempts to land on three engines and control
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problems. A port engine had been damaged by flak and
controls were also not working properly.
On Dec 3 All available aircrew were required and briefed
at 1800 for an attack on Leipzig. The Atkins crew took off
successfully in their newly assigned Halifax (JD278) just
after midnight but returned only a few hours later due to
technical problems. Three other aircraft also aborted due
to technical issues. Two failed to return and the remaining
five completed the mission successfully.
Altogether 307 Lancaster’s and 220 Halifax’s were
involved in the mission. The bomber group flew within
about 40 miles of Berlin before turning southerly towards
Leipzig. German fighters were scoring hits but broke off
responding to nine P.F.F mosquitos causing a diversion in
Berlin. The diversion worked.
Back at base the Atkins crew waited for what eventually
turned into another Halifax II. JD386 became their new
aircraft for the next mission.
On Dec 20, they were briefed at 1300 hours and airborne
at 1638 for Frankfurt. The Halifax II and 12 other aircraft
took off in fair to cloudy conditions with good visibility.
Two aircraft returned early due to technical difficulties but
the remaining eleven continued with the 390 Lancaster’s,
246 Halifax’s, and 3 Mosquitos
The Mannheim diversion was successful, but it drew
fighters away after the bombing raid. The German control
rooms were able to plot the bomber force as soon as it left
the English coast and were able to continue plotting it all
the way to Frankfurt. There were several combats on the

route to the target.
At 1941 hours, from 18,500 ft, P/O J.L. Widdie released
their bombs. The glow of the fires could be seen for
an hour after leaving the target. That would be the last
mission for the Halifax Mk II.
Tis the night before Christmas and operations were ordered
for a “Gardening on Nectarines”. Again they were issued a
new bomber. This time (LL171), a Halifax V. An upgrade
to the Mk II. Jim Atkins notes “I planted vegetables at
2231 hrs. from 6,000 ft” They were attacked once by an
enemy aircraft which broke off after hits were scored on it.
This was a low altitude mine laying mission.
The bombing of rail centers had created an increase in
coastwise sea lanes. The Halifax bombers could carry large
numbers of mines over great distances. Mining coastal sea
lanes forced Nazi shipping further out to sea. There they
would be more vulnerable to Royal Navy and aircraft.
The Battle for Berlin,
…Sir Arthur Harris thought, Bomber Command had
arrived at the point where it could make a decisive
contribution to the war effort and, in a campaign lasting
about five months - he expected to be finished by 01 April
1944 - it could add the German capital to the list of
nineteen cities considered already to have been ‘virtually
destroyed.” ‘If the USAAF will come in on it,’ he told
Winston Churchill on 3 November, 1943 ‘We can wreck
Berlin from end to end. It will cost between us 400-500
aircraft. It will cost Germany the war.’ Implicit in his claim
was the idea that a cross-Channel invasion scheduled

for May or June 1944 might yet be unnecessary. – On to
Berlin - Crucible War 1939-1945
Berlin accounted for nearly 10 percent of Germany’s
industrial output. There were many factories of interest
such as aircraft and assembly plants but not all of them
such as the electronics industry could be properly
identified. Nearly 40 percent of the German electronics
industry was in Belin and the construction of these
buildings were of a modern nature so also less vulnerable
to fire.
Intelligence reports had suggested the Luftwaffe would
have 1500 fighters by December and as many as 1700 by
the end of April 1944.
On the night of November 22, 1943, and before the time of
the Atkins crew, the 429 Squadron was ordered to detail 12
aircraft for what history describes as the second bombing
attack in the Battle for Berlin. All the aircraft from the 429
Squadron returned safely.
Now it was Dec 29, 1943, and this time the Atkins crew
would be one of the 13 aircraft from the 429 Squadron
joining 457 Lancaster’s, 240 Halifax’s and 3 mosquitoes
for an attack on Berlin. They took off at 1644 hours (nearly
first in the line). Four of the initial 17 aircraft had to turn
back. Three of those having technical difficulties and one
with a late take off.
There was significant cloud cover (10/10) up to 10,000
ft. but visibility was good above that height. However,
the TI markers had burned out just as they were over the
target. From 25,500 ft they released their bombs over
the approximate positions. It was described as “hard to
judge effectiveness due to total cloud cover.” and seems
dependant entirely on the accuracy of the P.F.F. markers.
Aircrews reported that a good glow of fires could be seen
reflecting on the clouds.
Three enemy aircraft were encountered by the squadron
and fired upon. Two claimed no hits but rear gunner F/S
Morgan “had an opportunity to fire a long burst at point
blank range at an enemy PW.790 and claims the aircraft as
probably destroyed.”
12 aircraft completed the mission and returned to base
while one aircraft failed to return.
A long approach from the south with multiple diversions
by mosquito’s had caused enough confusion for the
German controllers that there were few fighters over
Berlin.
Three weeks later aircrew rotation placed Atkins crew on
another mission to Berlin on the night of January 20, 1944.
15 aircraft took off at 1626 hours but five returned with a
variety of technical failures. Two with engines becoming
unserviceable, one with a compass failure and others

429 Squadron
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unspecified.
In all, 10 Halifax’s
from the 429
Squadron joined
up with 495
Lancaster’s, 254
Halifax’s and
10 Mosquitoes.
Diversionary
attacks against
Kiel and Hannover
failed to confuse
the German
defenses. The
bomber group
took a long and
indirect northern
approach, but the
Sir Arthur Harris
bomber stream
had already been correctly plotted when they were still
over the North Sea. Weather conditions were extreme
enough that it limited the fighter response.
Still though, the experienced fighters that were able
to scramble got set for a “Zahme Sau”. All available
Luftwaffe fighters collected in an orbit around a radio
beacon ready to be directed en-masse into the bomber
stream.
Ofw. Berschwinger of 4./NJG2 opened the Nachtjagd tally
with two Halifax Abschüsse. His first victim was LV773 of
158 Squadron which crashed at Wentorf near Bergedorf at
18.56 hrs. His second quarry was 429 Squadron LL197,
which fell in woods near Zeetze at exactly 19.10 hrs. These
were the first of some ten bombers that were shot down
by the Tame Boars before the bomber stream arrived over
the target. The visibility at operational altitude en route is
described as bad and that many Feindberührungen were
lost. – Nachtijagd Combat Archive
Even though there was no moon, the night was very clear
with good visibility. A layer of cloud at about 12,000 ft
was illuminated from below by 420 searchlights. 35 heavy
Flak batteries between 19.21 and 20.05 hrs, formed a
Leichentuch, or background against which the bombers
were clearly silhouetted.
However, the Atkins crew reported that they attacked the
primary at 1937 hours from 20,000 ft. There were 10/10th
cloud up to 12,000 ft with visibility good above that. The
target was identified by sky markers. They reported the
target as well marked and the attack should be a good
one but cloud cover was too thick for observation. They
encountered no congestion (enemy fighters) over the
target.
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“A German fighter burst through the clouds so close
that had I opened fire, his wreckage would have
tore through us. I did the only thing I could...
(smiles)...I waved at him.”
- F/S A.R. Woolsey

An RCAF Halifax bomber Mk II (L-QR) from 405 squadron
in flight overseas on July 16, 1942 - DND Archives PL10457
Four............................1290 hp Merlin XX Rolls Royce engines
Top Speed ..........................................................................265 mph
Range .................................................................................980 miles
Service Ceiling.......................................................................21,000
Eight....................................0.303-inch (7.7mm) machine guns
13,000lb...................................................................................bombs
H2S Radar

Jim Atkins inspects the damage done to the Halifax from
flak over a recent trip to Berlin. “There was a hole in the
wing “you could crawl through” F/S A.R Woolsey

F/L. Jimmy Atkins of Montreal
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Left to right, (Navigator) Ray Howorth, (Rear Gunner)
Tom Barley, (Pilot) Jim Atkins, (Upper Gunner) Arthur
Woolsey, (Bomb Aimer) Joe Widus
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Junker JU88 C Series Heavy Fighter

http://www.booksandcompany.ca/

Power Plant.........................Junkers Juno 211B 1,200hp x 2

Prince George

Max Speed...............................................................286mph

1685 3rd Ave

Cruising Speed.........................................................239mph

250 563 6637

Max Range..........................................................1553 miles

Quesnel

Service Ceiling....................................................26,500 feet

371 Reid St

Bomb Load.............................................................5,510 lbs

236 424 4444

Armament.....................................6 x 7.9mm machine guns
20mm Cannons
MG 15 Machine Guns
Wingspan...................................................................59 feet
Length........................................................................47 feet
Height.........................................................................15 feet

Above - JU88 C. Below - Footage showing JU 88C shooting a RAF Coastal Command B-24 Liberator 01

The Diagram shows the “Corkscrew” Manoeuvre assuming an Attack from the Starboard side. It would be reversed if
the Attack came from Port. Throughout the Manoeuvre the Pilot was meant to call the next part out so that the Gunners could adjust their Aim…. Going down to Port….Going up Starboard… Rolling… etc”
The Pilot (originally cruising at 200-225 mph) opens his Throttle and Banks at 45° to make a Diving Turn to Port (because the Enemy Aircraft is on the Port reverse the Manoeuver if Enemy is on Starboard.); descending through 1,000ft
in only 6 secs, the Bomber reaches a speed of nearly 300 mph. After the 1,000 ft descent, the Pilot pulls the Aircraft
into a climb, still turning to Port.
He reverses the turn, halfway through the Climb which has caused his speed to fall sharply, possibly forcing the Attacking Night Fighter to Overshoot.
Regaining his original altitude, with speed down to 185-mph and still in the Starboard Turn, the Pilot pushes the Aircraft down into another Dive.
Picking up speed in the dive, he descends through 500ft before reversing the direction of the Turn.
If the Fighter is still on his Tail, he stands by to repeat the Manoeuvre. The physical effort required by the Pilot has been
compared with that of an Oarsman pulling hard in a Boat Race. - Ted Church – Tail End Chanrlie
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Success of the attack hinged on the Path Finders accurately
laying their markers. Bomber Crews that used their H2S
sets believed that the attack fell on the eastern districts of
Berlin. 22 Halifax’s and 13 Lancaster’s were lost in the
operation.
On the 28/29th January, 677 bombers were sent to attack
Berlin again. Atkins crew were airborne for Berlin just
22 minutes after midnight of the 29th. 15 Halifaxes of
the 429 Squadron lifted off that night. One returned early
with technical issues. There was a thin layer of cloud up
to 9,000 feet but visibility over the target was good. This
allowed accurate ground marking. Crews were delivering
the most concentrated attack of the current series. The
western and southern districts were hit starting extensive
fires.
Five hours before, a diversion of 63 Stirlings guided by a
four Pathfinder Halifaxes had dropped mines in Kiel Bay,
the first time Pathfinder assistance had been given to such
secondary duties. Target Indicators and flares had been
dropped so that timed runs could be made by the Stirlings.
This force had flown along the route to be taken by the
Main Force to draw up the night fighters. This left the
fighters at the end of their duration or back on the ground
refuelling when the Berlin Force passed through. This plan
worked. Four Mosquitoes attacked Hanover at 0215 hours
dropping Window along the route before bombing. At 0312
hours six more attacked by Berlin again dropping Window
along the main force route as well as dropping flares
and spoof route markers 40 miles south west of the city.
Despite these elaborate deceptions the night fighters found
their way into the bomber stream and accounted for many
of the 46 which failed to return, 6.8 per cent of the force.
12 went down before reaching Berlin, six more over the

city where 27 engagements were reported, and three more
as they left the target. In addition two of the mine laying
force were lost along with an intruder Mosquito. - David
Fell
About a minute before reaching the target Atkins crew
were attacked by a JU88. It damaged the starboard wing
extensively. A bullet hit the Perspex on the side of the
cockpit and a splinter flew into Jim Atkins eye. Arthur
fired a five second burst and followed through with
another. Tracers bounced along the aircraft from nose to
tail. It then turned over and dived straight down in front of
them.
Moments later, at 0321 hours they released their bombs on
red flares and green stars. Then they observed the bombing
concentration in a long fire area along a good track. One
explosion was seen.
Two Halifax’s of the 429 Squadron were lost that night.
The February 15, 1944, attack is recorded as the largest
bombing force sent to Berlin, it was also the forth trip
to Berlin in a row for the Atkins crew and their first in
(LX924), another Halifax V. Fifteen air crews were briefed
at 1400 hours. Weather was overcast and visibility was
poor. All lifted off successfully though and only one
was forced to turn back from a starboard inner engine
becoming unserviceable. The fourteen joined up with the
561 Lancaster’s 300 Halifax’s, and 16 Mosquitos. A total
of 891 aircraft.
The German controllers plotted the bomber stream soon
after it left the English coast but the swing north over
Denmark for the approach flight proved too far distant
for many of the German fighters. The German controller
ordered the fighters not to fly over Berlin, leaving the
target area free for the flak, but many
fighters ignored him and attacked
bombers over the city. The diversion to
Frankfurt failed to draw any fighters.
43 aircraft were lost but none were
from the 429 Squadron. The P.F.F. was
on time and their indicators were well
concentrated. Atkins crew released
810 x 4 lbs and 24 x 30 lbs incendiary
bombs over the target at 2123 hours
from 19,500 ft. 10/10ths cloud cover
made it impossible to observe results.
However, some of Berlin’s most
important war industries were hit,
including the large Siemensstadt area.

January 20, 1944 Bomber Group flight path to Berlin and back
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…Aircraft “M” LL168 flown by
F/O Wilson was attacked near
Neubrandenburg by a twin engine
enemy aircraft which approached
Issue #7

to 200 yards astern from below and broke away to port
above. The aircraft was identified by both gunners as a
JU88. Corkscrew action was ordered by the mid-upper
gunner, Sgt. Robinson, H.J., allowing the rear gunner, P/O
D. Finlay (RAF), To fire 400 rounds at the fighter. Hits
are claimed on this aircraft. On the way out this crew was
again encountered by a second enemy aircraft identified
as a FW190. Evasive action was taken and no shots were
fired by the fighter. 200 rounds were fired by the rear
gunner but no hits are claimed. Halifax “V” LL178 flown
by F/L Hunt (RAF) was encountered by an unidentified
twin engine enemy aircraft. Corkscrew action was taken
by the pilot and the enemy aircraft was evaded. 250
rounds were fired by the rear gunner F/S McCaffery, who
claims hits on the aircraft. “Z” – LK974 also encountered
an enemy JU88. The captain, F/S Byers, executed two
complete corkscrews and successfully evaded the JU88.
The rear gunner, WO2 Patterson Fired about 400 rounds
but no visible damage was caused to the fighter. All fifteen
aircraft returned safely but were compelled to divert and
land way at bases at Hothol, Sculthorpe, Foulanam, West
Kaynham and Little Snoring. - Form 500 - 429 Squadron –
15-2-1944
Four days later, the Atkins crew and fifteen others were
being briefed for the opening assault on a series of raids in
what would become known as Big Week. The idea of Big
Week was to lure the Luftwaffe into a decisive battle where
they could be damaged so badly that the Allies would
achieve air superiority. This attack on Leipzig was meant
to destroy four Messerschmitt aircraft factories where
Bf109 fighters were built and a ball bearing plant within
the city.
It was cloudy with sleet. Visibility was moderate. All
aircraft lifted off at 2310 with the Atkins
crew nearly last in the line up. The 429
Squadron met up with the bomber force
of 561 Lancaster’s, 249 Halifax’s and 7
Mosquitos enroute to Leipzig.
…When the main bomber force crossed
the Dutch coast, they were met by a
further part of the German fighter
force and those German fighters which
had been sent north to Kiel hurriedly
returned. The bomber stream was
thus under attack all the way to the
target. There were further difficulties
at the target because winds were not as
forecast and many aircraft reached the
Leipzig area too early and had to orbit
and await the Pathfinders. 4 aircraft
were lost by collision and approximately
20 were shot down by flak. Leipzig was
Issue #7

cloud-covered and the Pathfinders had to use skymarking.
The raid appeared to be concentrated in its early stages
but scattered later. – Royal Airforce
Twelve of 429 bombed the target. One returned early due
to engine trouble. The remaining 3 failed to return from the
operation.
Of the 823 RAF aircraft sent to Leipzig, 78 failed to return
– 44 Lancaster’s and 34 Halifax’s – almost 10 per cent of
the force. For the Halifax’s, the loss rate amongst those
that had not turned back early with problems was almost
15 per cent. The Halifax Mk IIs and Mk Vs, powered by
Rolls-Royce Merlin engines, were permanently withdrawn
from operations over Germany after this raid. Some
420 RAF aircrew were killed and a further 131 became
prisoners of war. This was the heaviest Bomber Command
loss of the war up to this point, easily exceeding the 58
aircraft lost on 21st /22nd January 1943 when Magdeburg
had been the main target. – Royal Airforce
The invasion of Normandy necessitated a re evaluation
of daylight bombing over France. Invasion plans called
for bombing rail yards in French cities to prevent German
reinforcement of the invasion area. It also had to be done
with as few civilian casualties as possible. This required
a level of precision that Air Marshal Sir Arthur Harris,
commander-in-chief of Bomber Command, strongly
opposed. He had no confidence in the suggestion that
Bomber Command attempt daylight attacks against
precision targets. His superior, Air Chief Marshal Sir
Charles Portal, Chief of the Air Staff, was not convinced.
He believed that Harris underestimated the capabilities of
his force and ordered a series of raids against six railway
marshalling yards in France.

February 19, 1944 Bomber Group flight path to Lepizig and back
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March 6, 1944
Weather: Fair
to fine with
good visibility.
Operations
were ordered
for tonight
and 5 crews
were briefed
to carry out an
operation over
Trappes. All
aircraft took
off successfully
between 1815
hours and 1842
hours. A cut tire
was discovered
Sir Charles Portal
just before take
off on one of
our aircraft and the spare aircraft was borrowed from 427
squadron. The weather over the target was clear and the
visibility was good. This was the first operation carried out
with the new Halifax Mk.III aircraft and it is considered to
have been a very successful raid. A very large fire was left
burning in the target area and good bombing results could
be observed. All aircraft returned safely to base.
More acceptance flights were flown in new Mk.III aircraft
arriving on the squadron. Due to the preparations for
the operation a great deal of time could not be spent
on ground training. However, aircrew personnel not
connected with flying activities did some ground training.
20 air gunners studied aircraft recognition and others
spent two hours on turret manipulation. Six air bombers
trained on “Gee” and three trained on Link. The wireless
operators were allowed to select their own training. Many
of them visited their new aircraft in order to become
thoroughly familiar with this new type. A very keen interest
is being shown in these new Halifax Mark III Aircraft. –
Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 06-03-1944

Halifax’s proceeded by 4 mosquitos were on that mission.
It is the first raid during which the Pathfinders use a new,
more precise marking technology, called the ‘Musical
Parramata’ Rather than completing their task at the start
of the strike by dropping markers before the arrival of
heavy bombers, Mosquitos equipped with the Oboe system
continue to deliver markers throughout the operation so
that a maximum of luminous milestones of different colors
mark the target. Thus, the target remains delimited by the
light belt while the waves of bombers drop their bomb
cargoes. When they arrived in the sky over Trappes, the
British crews benefited from good weather and noted
that the flak shots were sporadic. Photos are taken
during the attack and show that the bombardment is well
concentrated. If indeed the marshalling yard is devastated,
bombs have also fallen on buildings located in Trappes
and La Boissière. The rescuers will count a hundred killed
but for the Allies: “A convincing demonstration has just
been made that heavy bombers could be economically
employed on specific objectives of the Transport Plan
with a limited number of civilian victims”. The Germans
requisitioned workers the next day to rehabilitate the
yard and ensure its operation as quickly as possible. The
prospect of setting up several teams to work around the
clock is advanced. – Herve Chabaud
Twenty four hours later the Atkins crew were back in
the air. This time they were on their way to Lemans with
7 other aircrew. There was 10/10ths cloud covering the
target up to 10,000 ft. The pathfinder group were late in
arriving causing bad congestion in the target area. Results
of the bombing would again hinge on the accuracy of the
P.F.F. marking. P/O J.L. Widdie released their bombs at
14,000 ft. based on one red target identifier glow in the
clouds with concern that the bombing seemed scattered.

However, they reported a great explosion was seen and the
glow covered a large area,
Of the 304 aircraft including 242 Halifaxes, 56 Lancasters,
and 6 Mosquitos who partook in the mission, none were
lost.
March 15, 1944 was a raid on Stuttgart in another Halifax
III (LW691). Stuttgart was defended by 11 heavy (88 mm)
and 38 light (20 mm to 40 mm) anti-aircraft gun batteries
Atkins crew were briefed along with 15 others and took
off at 1530 hours. Four were forced to return early due to
technical difficulties. Eleven aircraft reached the target
with the bomber group while the remaining aircraft “T” is
missing.
This was an “area” bombing consisting of 617 Lancaster’s,
230 Halifax’s and 16 Mosquitoes. The ball turret of “K” –
LW415, piloted by P/S Stewart became unserviceable and
remained so during the whole time the aircraft was in the
target area. Atkins crew released their Incendiary bombs
from 21,000ft based on T.I. markers. This is the first
time the records detail “X” type incendiary bombs. It is
unknown what type “X” incendiary bombs are. Theirbomb
payload is as follows, 48 x 30 lb. Inc. 480 x 4 lb. Inc. 60
x 4 lb. “x” type Inc. Good fires and two explosions were
reported to be going in two areas marked by ground and
sky markers. This was the mission where Mohringen
church was destroyed.
The German fighter controller had split their forces into
2 parts. The bomber force had flown over France nearly
as far as the Swiss frontier before turning north-east to
approach Stuttgart. This delayed the German fighters
contacting the bomber stream. However, 27 Lancaster’s,
and 10 Halifaxe’s - were lost, 4.3 per cent of the force. 2 of
the Lancasters force-landed in Switzerland.

Atkins crew show bombing from 14,000 ft. in their newly
issued Halifax Mk III (LX792)

March 18, 1944 was cloudy with intermittent rain at noon.
Visibility was 3-6 miles improving to 10-15 miles later
in the morning. At 1430 16 aircrew were briefed for an
attack on Frankfurt Five hours later the Squadron was
airborne. One turned back but the rest became part of the
bombing group of 620 Lancaster’s, 209 Halifax’s and 17
Mosquitoe’s.
They managed to attack the primary just after 2200 hours
from 21,000 ft. A haze up to 21,000 ft made visibility
poor over the target. P/O J.L. Widdie bombed on a cluster
of red and green target identifiers. The Pathfinders had
marked the target accurately and this led to heavy bombing
of eastern, central and western districts of Frankfurt.
Several aircraft were diverted on the return flight due to
unfavourable weather conditions.
…The German fighter force was again split. One part
was lured north by the Heligoland mining operation but
the second part waited in Germany and met the bomber
stream just before the target was reached, although cloud
made it difficult for these fighters to achieve much success.
22 aircraft including 12 Halifax’s were lost – Royal
Airforce
Halifax “J” (LW688) Captained by F/O A.I. MacDonald
was attacked by what was believed to be a Me110. They
were at the commencement of the bomb run. There were
searchlights in the area and Monica (range-only tail
warning radar) started pipping continuously. Visibility was
fair at 21,000 ft. but the enemy aircraft carried no lights. It
was first seen by the rear gunner Sgt Christner
dead eastern at 250 yards. He ordered the
captain to “corkscrew” to starboard, at the same
time. opening fireduring the combat maneuver.
He managed to get in two more bursts as the
enemy aircraft opened fire too before breaking
away.
Sgt. Hunter was the rear gunner on Halifax
“Q” Captained by WO2 Mitchell. Searchlights
were in the area and their Monica was nonfunctional. Hunter sighted the Me109 on the
starboard quarter level at 23,500 ft. It was 700
yards away and carried no lights. He ordered
the captain to corkscrew starboard. Even flying
at 170 mph the fighter was closing fast. He

“Clouds Nil but some ground base. Visibility was good
and some bombs were seen bursting on arrival and on
departure there was one fairly large fire burning in the
area.” - Jim Atkins
This is significantly lower altitude than used in previous
operations in an effort to increase accuracy over the target.
Bomb load was also different. This time they were using
9 x 1,000 lb. general purpose (G.P.) and 6 x 500 medium
capacity (M.C.) bombs instead of Incendiary bombs. 261
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waited until it closed to 400 yards and then opened fire
with a 3 second burst. The fighter attempted to follow the
Halifax through the dive but broke off at 300 yards.
The seat from mid-under turret was removed to ascertain
whether or not better backward vision could be obtained.
It was found that vision was much improved and the seats
in all the mid-under positions are to be removed. Form 500
– 429 Squadron – 18-03-1944
Four days later March 22, Jim Atkins and his crew are
being detailed for another attack on Frankfurt. Of 15
crews, two failed to take off due to a collision between
them on the perimeter track while taxing to take off
positions. No one was injured and the remaining 13 took
off successfully. However, Sgt. J. Robson (Flight engineer)
was unable to keep the starboard outer engine on LW684
working. This forced F/O J. Atkins to turn back. Another
aircraft also had to turn back due to technical failure,
jettisoning their bombs. Eleven of the aircraft from the
429 that lifted off around 1846 hours rendezvous with the
bomber group.
There was a 2/10 to 10/10 patchy cloud with tops at
6-10,000 ft and visibility was reported as good by most of
the crews PFF markers, both sky and ground, were well
concentrated and plentiful and the bombing appeared to be
accurately placed around them. Many fires were reported
in the target area increasing in intensity as the attack
developed. Two large explosions were also observed. The
concentration of night fighters appeared to be heaviest in
the Osnabruck area and over the target. All crews returned
to base except one which landed safely away at Skipton Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 22-03-1944
Halifax “J” LW688 now Captained by W.B. Anderson
was attacked by an unidentified twin engine aircraft at

21,000 ft. Monica was non serviceable and flares were
being dropped along the whole route. The mid-under
gunner Sgt. Mangione saw two white lights approach
from the starboard quarter, below. He ordered the captain
to corkscrew to starboard. Through the maneuver, tracers
were seen to pass over the Halifax. Both mid-under and
rear gunner Sgt. Ritchie opened fire in the direction of the
lights. The unidentified aircraft fired a second burst as the
Halifax continued to corkscrew. The enemy did not close,
and they lost sight of it. No damage was sustained by the
Halifax.
The Frankfurt diary has this entry: “The three air raids
of 18th, 22nd and 24th March were carried out by a
combined plan of the British and American air forces
and their combined effect was to deal the worst and most
fateful blow of the war to Frankfurt, a blow which simply
ended the existence of the Frankfurt which had been built
up since the Middle Ages.” – Royal Airforce
The night of strong winds
March 24, 1944. Atkins Crew are assigned another
Halifax III (LW412). This was their third Halifax Mk III.
They lifted off at 1904 hrs to join the bomb group of 577
Lancaster’s, 204 Halifax’s and 18 Mosquitos enroute to
Berlin. Two were forced to return early, one due to failure
of the oxygen supply to the rear gunner.
The Mosquito pathfinders’ markers were well grouped
and on time. Atkins crew attacked the primary at 2240
hours from 19,000 ft. 6/10ths cloud with tops at 6,000ft.
Visibility was good, and they released their payload of
2800 lb of incendiary bombs (including type “X”) on sky
markers. There was a reddish glow reflected on the clouds
and both incendiaries and fires seemed to be concentrated.
Considerable smoke was seen rising to 15,000 ft. and there
was an explosion at
2250 hours. They also
reported deviation off
track due to winds
being stronger than
forecast.

carried no lights. It was first seen by F/O MacDonald and
crew as it crossed underneath the Halifax at 21,000 ft.
from port to Starboard 100 yards away. After a few more
maneuvers it fell back to 400 yards. When he dipped his
wing, rear gunner Sgt. Chapman and mid upper gunner
F/O Calderbank ordered the captain to corkscrew to
starboard and opened fire. The fighter immediately fell
away beneath the bomber and made no attempt to renew
his attack.
Aircraft “Y” LX806 piloted by F/S Thompson was
attacked by three unidentified enemy aircraft at 19,000
ft. They were coned in an intense belt of searchlights
and hit several times by flak. Monica was unserviceable.
The flight engineer Sgt. Fisher saw a red flare with green
stars fall behind their Halifax. At that moment, the flak
eased. The rear gunner saw tracers coming from the port
quarter. Blinded by the searchlight he still opened fire
in the direction of the tracer while ordering the captain
to corkscrew port. As the pilot completed the maneuver,
tracer fire appeared from the starboard quarter. The rear
gunner Sgt. Fraser fired another burst in that direction and
ordered the captain to corkscrew starboard. Seconds later
the captain saw more tracer coming from port quarter and
immediately dived to port. During the action, the wireless
operator Sgt. Budgen baled out and is considered missing.
The Halifax sustained damage to the port fuselage and to
the starboard wing bomb compartment.
…Three of our aircraft failed to return from the operation.
Pilot of one of the lost was F/O Conroy who had recently
returned to this country after having baled out over enemy
territory on a previous operation from this squadron. The
master bomber was in evidence during the attack but was
not considered to have been particularly successful. -Form
500 – 429 Squadron – 24-03-44

…All the aircraft on this operation were badly off track on
both the outward and return journey due to heavy winds.
-Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 24-03-44
A powerful wind from the north carried the bombers
south at every stage of the flight. Not only was this wind
not forecast accurately but it was so strong that the
various methods available to warn crews of wind changes
during the flight failed to detect the full strength of it. The
bomber stream became very scattered, particularly on the
homeward flight and radar-predicted flak batteries at many
places were able to score successes. Part of the bomber
force even strayed over the Ruhr defences on the return
flight. It is believed that approximately 50 of the 72 aircraft
lost were destroyed by flak; most of the remainder were
victims of night fighters. The strong winds severely affected
the marking with, unusually, markers being carried beyond
the target and well out to the south-west of the city. -Royal
Airforce
72 aircraft were lost that night. 44 Lancaster’s and 28
Halifax’s. It was the last major RAF raid on Berlin during
the war.
Essen was part of the Battle of the Ruhr. Coal mining and
the industrial capacity of the Krupp steel works made
the city a regular target for area bombing. On March 26,
1944, at 1600 hours twelve aircrew were briefed. One
had to turn back due to unserviceable engine. A serious
error in the weather forecast over the target had also been
made. The Atkins crew and ten others became part of 476
Lancaster’s and 196 Halifax’s that caught the German
fighter controllers by surprise.
Atkins crew observed a large explosion of deep red a
minute before reaching the target. They bombed with the
group at 2203 hours from 23,000 ft. Clouds were 10/10ths

…Aircraft “X”
LX714, captained by
F/O A. MacDonald
encountered an enemy
JU88 on the return
journey. -Form 500 –
429 Squadron – 2403-44

ME109 - Messerschmitt
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up 15-20,000 ft and visibility was poor. They released
their incendiary bombs on the glow of red Target Markers
through thin cloud. The OBOE Mosquitoes marked the
target, and this was considered a successful attack. OBOE
was a radio transponder tech that used two transmitters on
the ground and a transponder in the aircraft to triangulate
the aircrafts position. Six Lancaster’s and three Halifax’s
were lost. The return to base for some crews though was a
fight for their life.
On the return journey Fighter flares were dropped dead
astern of Aircraft “K” flown by F/S Puakas. It was attacked
by three unidentified enemy aircraft. At 21,000 ft visibility
was moderate with some haze and 8/10th cloud tops at
10,000ft. Sgt. Faulkner (rear gunner) sighted yellow tracer
coming from both quarters and dead astern. He ordered
the captain to corkscrew starboard and opened fire in
the direction of the tracer. For the next 30 min they were
attacked continuously. Following one long burst from Sgt
Faulkner, there was a bright explosion, and they watched
an aircraft fall earthwards ending in a bright flash on the
ground. The wireless operator was covering the midupper turret while the gunner was in the under-blister
position (belly look out). Seconds after getting into the
mid upper turret, wireless operator Sgt. Wilson saw tracer
coming from the starboard beam. He ordered the captain
to corkscrew starboard and opened fire in the direction
of the tracer. The enemy aircraft moved to the starboard
quarter still firing when Sgt. Faulkner also engaged with a
long burst from his gun. Suddenly a burst of orange flame
followed with a red glow came from the direction of the
tracers. They watched as a single engine airplane dived
towards the ground and crashed. The Halifax was not hit
but the flashes from the guns of the fighter indicated heavy
armament.

Gentlemen. Your target for tonight is Nuremburg

concentrated, and the fires seemed to be taking hold.

It was March 30, 1944. F/O J. Atkins had been promoted
to Flight Leader. The morning was fair with visibility 5-10
miles. The wind was light and northerly. Thirteen aircraft
were ordered from the 429 Squadron and crews were
briefed at 1700 hrs for an attack on Nuremberg.

Another 13 aircraft would be shot down on the return trip.
It would have been more, but the fighters had to fuel. In
total 95 aircraft were shot down. 64 Lancaster’s and 31
Halifax’s, 11.9 per cent of the force dispatched. It was the
biggest Bomber Command loss of the war.

A strong reaction by seasoned aircrew regarding the route
to Nuremburg would have been understandable. The
outward flight would take them close to the Ruhr and
Frankfurt defenses.

Aircraft “F” – LX802 Captained by F/O A. McDonald was
attacked by an enemy fighter. There were no search lights,
but many fighter flares were being dropped along the route.
Sgt. Chapman saw tracer approaching the Halifax from
below on the port quarter.

At the station level, every effort was made to keep from
crews the unpleasant fact that they were to fly 265 miles
through a well defended part of Germany in bright moon
light with little chance of cloud cover. – Nuremberg Raid.
A Meteorological Flight Mosquito carried out a
reconnaissance and reported that the protective cloud was
unlikely to be present and that there could be cloud over
the target, but the raid was not cancelled.
“it was obvious we were all of the same mind. Because a
noisy and jocular dispersal was the norm after briefing
but on this occasion we just sat and looked at each other
– no words passed but the message was clearly conveyed
through an atmosphere that was electric (F/S L. Nugent,
78 Squadron)” – Nuremberg Raid.
The Atkins crew were wheels up at 2153 hours with 12
other aircraft. One had to turn back due to engine trouble.
In all 572 Lancaster’s and 214 Halifax’s and 9 Mosquitos
were the main force of Bomber Command for the attack
on the city famous for hosting the widely publicized and
propagandized Nazi Party rallies of the 1930s. Almost
immediately though, German night fighters made their first
kill.
The German controller ignored all the
diversions and assembled his fighters
at 2 radio beacons which happened to
be astride the route to Nuremberg. The
first fighters appeared just before the
bombers reached the Belgian border
and a fierce battle in the moonlight
lasted for the next hour. 82 bombers
were lost on the outward route and near
the target – Royal Airforce

March 30, 1944 Bomber Group flight path to Nuremburg and back
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…He instantly spotted the enemy aircraft, which carried
no lights, told the captain to corkscrew to port and opened
fire with a short burst.
…Monica gave warning after the enemy aircraft had been
sighted and this, added to the fact that the tracer from the
fighter appeared to fall short of the Halifax, suggests that
the enemy aircraft was attacking another bomber. Distinct
vapour trails and evidence of other combats were seen by
the crew at the time of the encounter. – Squadron Combat
Report -03-04-44
Aircraft “Q” LX804 which was piloted by F/O J.H.
Wilson was forced to ditch in the channel on the return
journey. All the crew except the captain managed to
escape by dinghy and were rescued later. The captain is
reported missing – believed killed. The navigator F/S Way,
C.W. (RAF) was slightly wounded in the left leg and the
remainder of the crew escaped uninjured. Several of our
aircraft were diverted and landed away at other bases.
One aircraft failed to return from this operation. This
aircraft, “N” – LX800 was captained by Pilot Officer K.H.
Bowly – Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 30-03-44
April 9, 1944. Ten days after the disastrous Nuremburg

Somehow they made it through and
attacked the primary at 0111 hours from
22,500 ft. There were 9/10ths stratus
cloud tops at 12,000 ft. and visibility
good. They bombed on sky markers and
observed a violent explosion. The glow
of fires was visible 100 miles away. On
departure the markings seemed well
Issue #7

raid, 16 aircrew were being briefed for a bombing attack
on the marshalling yards of Villeneuve St. George. Atkins
crew had a change up. Sgt. K.E. Johnston come aboard as
Flight Engineer. They were also issued another Halifax Mk
III (LV973) and it was detailed with 7 x 1000 lb and 6 x
500 Medium Capacity bombs. This was intended to be a
precision target. All took off successfully but one LV913,
piloted by F/L R.H.V. Hunt (RAF) was forced to land to
land at Woodbridge due to undercarriage damage from
take off.
The 429 Squadron joined up with bomber group of 166
Lancaster’s and 49 Halifax’s, supported by 10 Mosquitos
Aircraft “F” – LX802 captained by WO2 Michell, J.L. was
encountered by an enemy F.W..190. The rear gunner, Sgt.
Smith, sighted the aircraft at 300 yards. He ordered the
captain to corkscrew to starboard and opened fire at the
same time. The F.W.190. was seen to all the away to port
and was lost to view. The rear gunner, Sgt. Smith, A.N.
(RAF) claims hits on the fighter.
Atkins crew released their ordinance from 15,000 ft just
after midnight on red Target Identifiers in center of the
target. A big explosion with orange flames and black
smoke was seen.
A very good attack with no difficulties encountered – Jim
Atkins
The weather over the target was clear with no cloud and
excellent visibility. Several crews were able to see the river
and railway tracks. T.I. markers were well placed and
concentrated though some of the crews reported them a
little to the east of the target. Numerous bomb bursts were
seen among the markers and the debris was seen to fly into
the air. Two very violent explosions occurred which lasted
several seconds with smoke rising several hundred feet.
Two or three crews reported fires starting up. The general

Focke-Wulf Fw 190

Halifax Shot down over Nuremburg
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impression was that this attack was very successful. Form
500 – 429 Squadron – 09-04-44

from 15,000 ft. There were 5/10 cloud with tops at 5,000
ft. Visibility was good.

On April 9, 1944, it had already been dark for a while
when the sirens sounded in the Parisian suburbs. At 11:57
p.m., 166 Lancasters and 49 Halifaxes, supported by 10
Mosquitos responsible for marking out the air raid area,
arrived in the perimeter of the Villeneuve-Saint-Georges
yard. The attack lasts more than half an hour and the next
day we find 1,300 points of impact. 437 buildings are more
or less damaged, some obviously uninhabitable because
they are in ruins.

The weather over the target varied from clear to 6/10th
cloud, visibility was moderate to good. Most of the crews
reported accurate and well concentrated marking of the
target. The marshalling yards could be seen by the light
of photo flashes and bomb bursts. Numerous sticks of
bombs could be seen bursting all around the markers and
across the railway tracks. There was a violent explosion
at 2243 hours lasting several seconds. There were no
enemy aircraft seen in the target area and the only ground
defences observed was light flak from a small gun battery
near the marshalling yards. All our aircraft bombed
the target and returned safely to base - Form 500 – 429
Squadron – 10-04-44

It was mainly in the northern district of the city that bombs
fell outside the marked area. Rescuers will unfortunately
discover in the rubble or in the street 96 dead who will be
identified and 166 who are not. They are helping around
200 wounded. Significant damage was also reported in
Créteil. Maurice Tosca, deputy chief of staff of the prefect
of police, goes on site.
He notes: “Heaps of rubble sometimes reach several
meters in height. Apart from the tragic spectacle of the
often horribly shredded dead that we remove, it is nothing
more heartbreaking than to see among the stones and the
beams, among the shattered furniture of human beings
looking for some relics. What we cared about the most was
not necessarily what was materially the most valuable ”
-Herve Chabaud
The next day, April 10, 1944, they were being detailed for
a raid on Ghent. This was intended to be another precision
target on railyards. This target was part of the effort to
delay the German response to the upcoming invasion. All
15 aircraft briefed for the mission took off successfully at
2025 hours. The route was very good. The Atkins crew
made their attack with 122 other Halifax’s at 2248 hours

Civilian casualties of precision bombing in France varied
and effectiveness of the bombing appeared to be working.
Bomber command was learning what ordinance was
needed to neutralize a target. A mix of 1000 lb and 500
lb medium capacity seemed to be the standard type of
ordinance through these missions. However, it was the
number of bombers that needed to be determined for a
given target.
The striking power of the Royal Airforce included
the Royal Canadian Airforce. This force was growing
exponentially. A 2nd pilot had been added to many of the
429 Squadrons aircrews as observers. This was an effort
to orientate bomber pilots to the theater. F/O Brisban M.J
became part of Atkins crew on the night of April 20, 1944.

Atkins crew reported attacking the primary at 2345 hours
from 9000 ft. Visibility was good with 7/10ths cloud with
tops at 5000 ft. They were able to bomb on the center of 2
red and green T.I markers. As they dropped their medium
capacity bombs, there was very big explosion with flares
up to a 1000 ft. high.
The explosions caused considerable damage to the depot
buildings, the rolling stock workshops and the main tracks.
Train 5 297 arriving from Somain and bound for Laon
(Aisne) was cut in five places by the blast of the bombs.
The raid lasts twenty-seven minutes and the RAF observers
find it very satisfactory.
Their report states: “The strikes were precise and caused
significant damage to locomotive sheds and freight car
repair shops.” The Lens authorities are very enthusiastic
when it takes stock of the victims. There are 217 civilians
killed. The Allies lose a bomber which crashes in SaintRiquières-des-Plains. – Herve Chabaud
Only one bomber was engaged by an unidentified

Nachtjäger on its return flight from Lens. Halifax JP113
‘Git up them stairs’ of 428 Squadron was badly shot up,
three crew members baling out as ordered after the fighter
attack. The pilot managed to keep the aircraft in the air,
only to crash near Attlebridge in Norfolk on return to the
UK. Another Lens raider, outwardbound 420 Squadron
Halifax LW692, was hit by unidentified Flak over Dieppe
and crashed into the La Scie River at Pourville-sur-Mer.
One aircraft of the Lens raid returned to the UK with
minor Flak damage. - Nachtijagd Combat Archive
It is noted in the Form 500 – 429 Squadron – report that
one aircraft was forced to land at Woodbridge on the return
journey due to a lack of brake pressure. All remaining
aircraft returned safely to base.
April 22, 1944. At base, the weather was clear and dry at
first becoming fair. Wind was westerly at 10-15 mph with
good visibility. Akins crew and 15 others were ordered for
an area raid on Dusseldorf. The missions were becoming
later in the evening as the spring of 1944 dawned across
Europe. The 429 Squadron were airborne at 2256 hrs and
climbing to 20,000 ft. for what was to be Arthur’s 22nd
mission
Meanwhile, the I. Jagdkorps coastal Radar stations
detected a second large bomber stream approaching
the French coast on a southerly course, which flew into
northern France at around midnight. The Nachtjagd

Bomber Command mounted five main force raids with
a total of 1155 sorties dispatched. The 429 Squadron
committed 16 aircraft to a force of 175 for a raid on Lens.
They were airborne at 2123 hours. The multitude of targets

88mm Flak 36 with Flak Rohr 18 barrel
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that night confused the Nachtjagd controllers. Railyards at
Lens, Chambly, La Chapelle and Ottignies were bombed.
A major raid against Cologne was also made. Near Lens,
the German Fighters were directed into an area north of
Amiens at 00.10 hrs and told to fly on a course almost
due north. when the bomber force had already passed that
point.

1000 lb General Purpose Bomb
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reaction against this force, heading for Düsseldorf, was
on a massive scale. After battling with the Laon raiders
at 00.33 hrs, fighters from I./NJG4 were sent towards
Florennes by their 4. JD controller and were given plots of
the incoming Düsseldorf raid, which was then just north of
their home base. In addition, elements of 13 twin-engined
fighter Gruppen were sent up from Nachtjagd bases
throughout Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium and
given large numbers of plots on the bombers.-Nachtijagd
Combat Archive
At 01.03 hrs, the Nachtjagd controllers recognised
the turning point on the outward-bound route of the
Düsseldorf force at Malmédy, ‘the raiders have turned NE
to the south of Liège’ and fed the mass of fighters into the
stream via radio beacons Ida, Meise, Kuecken, Murmeltier
and Otto on the latter stages of the outward-bound route.
However, the Laufende Reportage controllers announced
Düsseldorf as the main objective rather late, at 01.20
hrs, ten minutes after the opening of the attack on the
city. I./NJG4, by this time short of fuel, were ordered to
land at 01.22 hrs, only one crew of the 3. Staffel claiming
an Abschuss near Eschweiler. Nachtjäger claimed four
Düsseldorf raiders destroyed on the outward-bound route.Nachtijagd Combat Archive
Atkins crew had just made the turn and were on the bomb
run when they were attacked. A stream of tracer bullets
arching up towards the aircraft was Jim’s warning a night
fighter was after them. “He was one of those guys you
don’t see” Jim remarked later. The bullets ripped through
the aircraft tearing apart half of the port elevator. There
were cannon holes in the port rudder and fin continuing
along the bomb doors and fuselage. Jim checked by
intercom on the safety of the crew. No one was injured but
neither Sgt. A. Woolsey (waist gunner) or Sgt Barley (rear

gunner) fired a shot because they could not see the aircraft.
Firing blind was an opportunity for the enemy to circle
back on its hit and run for another pass. Jim had another
look at the damage and crossed his fingers. He struggled
to control the aircraft and maintain course as he dived the
Halifax into cloud cover losing the fighter. They managed
to attack the primary but dropped their bombs about 5
miles off center of target from 19,500 ft. They had lost
over 500 ft in elevation.
The area around the markers seemed to be a mass of
fire with other fires to the West in the loop of the Rhine
adjacent to the town. There was one particularly large fire
which appeared to be burning buildings and thick columns
of smoke were seen rising from it to a height of 15,000 ft.
Several violent explosions were observed.
In the prevailing clear skies over central and southern
Germany, the assembled Nachtjäger intercepted this
bomber stream in force over and around the target, which
was subjected to a heavy bombing attack between 0110
hrs and 0138 hrs. Atkins crew were on their way out of
the target area when they were coned by searchlights but
escaped further damage.
They were 15min out from base when the port outer
engine “packed” up making the aircraft more difficult
to handle. They landed safely at base at 0348 hours The
mainplane main spar was damaged. Even the fuel system
wasn’t spared. A cannon shell had severed the feed line
and all the fuel in one tank had been lost.
April 24, 1944, opened as a fair morning in Yorkshire
turning to cloudy. The wind was westerly 20-25 mph.
No second pilot on this flight. However, Atkins were
issued another Halifax Mk III. This time it was (LV965)
that would carry them to Karsruhe. Karlsruhe was a

RAF Operation Briefing
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All fifteen crews took off successfully at 2153 hours but
the weather conditions enroute to and over the target was
poor. 10/10ths cloud and Severe icing at 20,000 ft. made it
difficult to locate the target. The Atkins crew were having
trouble with their electrical, but they managed to identify
the target. F/O R.J. Haworth (Navigator) coordinated with
P/O J.L. Widdie (Air Bomber) to identify the target and
release their bombs at 0041 using H2S Radar. This is the
first airborne, ground scanning radar system developed.
They didn’t see any markers until after they had released
their ordinance. However, they did observe some fires after
bombing.
One of our aircraft was badly hit by flak and was landed
at Woodbridge. The pilot, P/L W.B. Anderson (Can.J.8924)
was slightly injured by flak. The remainder of the crew
were uninjured. The remaining fourteen aircraft returned
safely to base. Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 24-04-44
The mission to Aulnoye three days later brought another
Halifax Mk III to Jim Atkins and his crew. (LV989) would
be their new aircraft. It was April 27, 1944, and a dozen
aircraft of the 429 Squadron were detailed while their
crews were briefed for the attack on the marshalling yards
of Aulnoye. The Squadron was airborne just after midnight
loaded with medium and general-purpose bombs. To
increase precision, this raid was conducted at the tops of
5/10ths cloud to 7,000 ft.
Weather over the target was clear with good visibility.
The attack opened on time and the PFF were punctual.

Their markers were well concentrated in each of three
main groups. The master of ceremonies was clearly heard,
and bombs were dropped on his instructions. Most of the
bombs appeared to fall on or around the markers. This was
a successful raid and all of our aircraft returned safety to
base.- Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 27-04-44
The 429 Bison Squadron flew 11 missions in May 1944. It
is unknown if the Atkins crew were on any of them. There
are no pilot records available to determine exactly which
missions they flew that month if any. Bomber Command
was determined to complete the transportation plan leading
up to D-Day.
May 1 – St Ghislain Railyards, May 7 – St Valery en Caux,
May 9 – St Valery en Caux, May 10 – Ghent Marshalling
yards, and May 11 Boulogne Marshalling yards were all
bombed in an effort to fulfill the transportation plan.
The May 12th bombing Louvain was part of the plan to
conceal the site of the D-Day landings. These were key
points along the railway system in Belgium and France.
Some targets were deliberate in that it would delay the
rate at which allied reinforcements could reach Normandy
Battlefield.
On May 19 Le Clipon was bombed. Three days later on
May 21 Le Mans Marshalling Yards was neutralized.
Aircraft “R” LV989, after climbing normally at first, went
into a spin and crashed near Snape, Yorks. The aircraft
was carrying full bomb load, which exploded from the
heat of the fire. The wireless operator P/O E. Swordy was
the sole survivor having bailed out…- Form 500 – 429
Squadron – 19-05-44
May 24 Aachen
Three aircraft were lost to fighters. Two combats took

Before and After Picture of the Aulnoye Rail Yards on April 27/28, 1944. Each of the tracks were cut and the buildings
are virtually destroyed.

H2S Ground Radar Image
Golden Shovel

largeindustrial city in south-west Germany. The route
would take them north of the Ruhr area to avoid the antiaircraft defences and then south to the target. The return
home would be a turn west into France and then north to
home.
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“On the return from bombing the coastal battery at
Merville-Franceville, I can remember seeing the
phosphorescence trails of the ships from the invasion force and feeling sorry for the first wave...
They didn’t have a chance. They would be (palm
down wave) slaughtered. ”
- F/S A. R. Woolsey

Aerial View taken June 6, 1944, of the Allied Naval forces engaged in the Overlord operation of landing while Allied
forces storm the Normandy beaches on D-Day. - Wall Steet Journal (Fair use)
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place on the return flight.
Aircraft “O” Serial No. MZ288 flown by F/O M.A.
Sloski was attacked by a FW190. The rear gunner,
Sgt. Sheardown, sighted it at 300 yards climbing from
starboard quarter. He ordered the captain to corkscrew
and then opened fire. The fighter opened fire at the same
time and then broke away. No hits were claimed, …- Form
500 – 429 Squadron – 24-05-44
Sgt. Fallon, Mid upper gunner for Aircraft LV964, ordered
F/L Mitchell (DFC) to corkscrew starboard and then he
opened fire with a long burst. Rear gunner F/L Pollard
(DFC) sighted the aircraft climbing from starboard quarter
and opened fire with a long burst. The enemy aircraft was
seen going away.
May 27 Bourg-Leopold military camp.
Fighters were active on the return route as far as England.
One crew failed to return. Aircraft “Z” Serial No. LW136,
captained by P/O W.B. Byers, encountered an unidentified
single engine aircraft. …- Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 2705-44
Mid upper Gunner Sgt. Holdgate first sighted it flying
parallel on the starboard beam at 500 yards. As he
observed it making a turn to attack, he ordered the Captain
P/O Byers to corkscrew starboard. At the same time, he
opened fire with a long burst. He continued to fire as the
aircraft broke away to port beam up. It then came around
for a second attack and Sgt Holdgate fired another long
burst. The fighter broke off and disappeared.
May 31 (Cherboug) Au Fevre
Following a successful bombing, Aircraft “E” MZ302
piloted by F/O D.A. McNaughton, encountered an enemy
Me110. Sgt. Hunt sighted it at 400 yards on the port

quarter above. He ordered the captain to corkscrew port
and opened fire with two long bursts. The aircraft broke
off its attack but moments later the mid upper gunner Sgt.
Harper sighted it on the starboard beam. He gave the order
to corkscrew starboard and opened fire. The enemy aircraft
broke away and was not seen again.

“On the return from bombing the coastal battery
at Merville-Franceville, I can remember seeing the
phosphorescence trails of the ships from the invasion force
and feeling sorry for the first wave...They didn’t have a
chance. They would be (palm down wave) slaughtered.” F/S Arthur Ronald Woolsey

F/L J.Atkins, F/L L.v. Pollard, and F/L R.H.V. Hunt were
each awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross during the
month of May

The entire Squadron returned safely from the mission to
their base at Leeming, Yorkshire. The Atkins crew touched
down at 0255 hours.

The day before D-Day
June 5, 1944 was cloudy with a south westerly wind.
Visibility was over 20 miles.
The Squadron was required for operations tonight and
19 aircraft were ordered. The crews were briefed at 1930
hours for an attack on Merville Franceville and by 2237
all aircraft were airborne. This was an important attack as
it marked the opening of the invasion by the allies. - Form
500 – 429 Squadron – 05-06-44
Merville Franceville had a coastal battery armed by four
4-inch (100mm) Howitzers. Throughout the spring, the
allies had bombarded the battery, but the two-meter-thick
bunkers covered with earth held. On this day, the allies
were determined to destroy the bunker in anticipation for
the invasion and those who would land on Sword Beach.
A new mission and a new Halifax Mk III. (LV303). Atkins
crew were loaded with 13 x 500 lb general purpose bombs
and just after midnight from 11,500 ft, they released their
bombs. There was 10/10ths cloud with tops at 8,000 ft.
They used the reflection of red Target Identifiers through
the cloud as a reference to target. On the way back, Arthur
describes seeing the phosphorescence in the water kicked
up by the invasion force crossing the channel.

Merville Franceville gun battery
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Aftermath of the Merville Franceville attack
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…700 hundred English paratroopers from the 9th
Battalion under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel
Terence Otway gathered at the rendezvous point after their
parachuting which took place around 03:00: There were
only 150 of the planned paratroopers and without the
necessary heavy equipment. The others were lost in the
marshes, the wind pushing them farther west when they
jumped. Otway, 90 minutes behind
the scheduled schedule, launched
the assault of the Merville battery
at 04:30. Fifteen minutes later, after
a particularly violent battle, the
mission was a success. At 05:00,
the guns are neutralized. 70 of his
men are unable to fight after the
assault: Otway breaks contact and
settles in defensive around the castle
of Amfreville – Encyclopedia of the
Normandy landings and battle

interfere with several bomb runs. I would interpret this as
a crew doing their best to limit civilian casualties because
it is also noted that the target was well bombed too. All the
429 Squadron returned safely with one landing away from
base.
The raid on Acheres rail yards June 7, 1944, proved costly.
Eleven aircraft were ordered, and all took off successfully
including the Atkins crew at 2356 hours. F/L L. Lasek
would be the second pilot on this mission.
Enroute to the target aircraft LW128 was severely
damaged by flak (over Dieppe) and the captain, S/L
W.B. Anderson was fatally wounded. He gave the order
to abandon the aircraft, which was carried out by the
navigator, air bomber, and wireless operator (over
France). The flight engineer assisted the captain to bring
the aircraft back to England and then took over the
controls. The captain was parachuted
from the aircraft on a static line.
The two gunners then also baled
out followed by the flight engineer.
The captain was dead by the time
medical attention reached him while
the remainder of the crew escaped
uninjured. The aircraft landed at
Benson airfield and became a total
loss. - Form 500 – 429 Squadron –
07-06-44
Anderson had just been appointed
flight commander and had taken
us through some rather dicy dos –
Berlin, Leipzig, the Ruhr, etc, and
was given word just prior to takeoff that he had been awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross. – G.J.
Ritchie – Rear Gunner

D-Day
June 6, 1944 operations
Operations were ordered for tonight
and a maximum effort was required.
19 aircraft were ordered. Form 500 –
429 Squadron – 06-06-44
The targets for the night were rail and
road centres behind the Normandy
battle area. That evening, 589
Lancasters, 418 Halifaxes and 58 Mosquitos–took to the
air. All of the targets that night were located near, or in,
French towns and there were numerous civilian casualties.
The RCAF squadrons were directed toward the Norman
towns of Condé-sur-Noireau and Coutances. German
opposition was light, but the weather was poor.

With the loss of a flight leader, the
Squadron continued. As the attack
began a large explosion occurred
at 0108 hours. Atkins crew attacked the primary at 0125
hours along with the master bomber. They released their
16 x 500 lb medium capacity bombs through the haze at
5,000 ft on red T.I markers from the Pathfinders. They
reported the target was well marked and landed back at
base at 0335 hours.

Loaded with 13 x 500 lb medium capacity bombs, Atkins
crew managed to attack the primary in Condé-sur-Noireau
at 0151 from 4,000 ft. Such a low-level bomb run can
only be attributed to Bomber Command attempting to
maximize precision and lessen the potential for civilian
casualties. Bombing was done from below the cloud base.
Visibility was clear and the target was well marked. The
master bomber was noted as indecisive at times leading to

June 10, 1944, brought another raid on rail yards. The
effort to reduce the German response to the invasion
seemed to be working. The morning was cloudy with
rain when the order came to detail ten aircraft. Crew
briefing was for 1800 that evening for a trip to Versailles
– Matelots (railway station). Two hours and 15 min later
they were airborne with 16 x 500 lb ordinance for this
mission.
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Weather over the target was clear with fair to good
visibility. The pathfinders were punctual, and they marked
the target well. The master bomber was heard by most
crews and his directions were clear and decisive. However,
Atkins crew were unable to hear the master bomber. They
did bomb on the yellow Target Identifiers though. The
bombing in general was reported as very accurate. Several
explosions were observed in the target area. but smoke and
dust obscured ground detail as the attack developed.
Fighter activity was observed in the Paris-Dreux-Chartres
area and LV973 failed to return from this operation.
The effectiveness of the Transport Plan was evident in
German reports at the time. A German Air Ministry (RLM)
report of 13th June 1944 stated: “The Raids…have caused
the breakdown of all Main Lines; the Coastal Defences
have been cut off from the Supply Bases in the Interior
– .producing a situation which threatens to have serious
consequences.” and that although “Transportation of
essential Supplies for the Civilian population have been
completely disrupted – large scale Strategic movement
of German Troops by Rail is practically impossible at
the present time and must remain so while Attacks are
maintained at their present Intensity“-Bob Gill
The First Daylight Raid
Boulogne was one of the many places along what is
known as the “Atlantic Wall”. A series of concrete and
steel defences stretching some 1250 miles (2000 km) from
Denmark to the Spanish French boarder. The dawn of June
15, 1944, was clear and bright to becoming cloudy with
drizzle towards evening. Arthur had just been promoted
to Flight Sergeant. Thirteen aircraft from the 429 were
about to do their first daylight bombing. It was to be the
first daylight bombing since this time in 1940. After the

Germans dropped bombs on the Dutch city of Rotterdam
on May 15, 1940. The War Cabinet had reacted by
removing the order restraining bombers from attacks near
civilian areas. However, High loss rates during daylight
hours, (5.7 percent in May and June 1940) resulted in
major raids conducted at night where the loss rate was 2.9
percent.

ordered. A second pilot F/O A.E. Patterson was added to
Atkins crew for this mission. They lifted off around 0125
hours. Atkins crew attacked from 16,400 feet by the glow
of red target identifiers. The pathfinders were late but
were also concentrated. No ground detail could be seen
but the flash of bursting bombs appeared to be close to the
markers. The ground defences were slight.

The target was the port of Boulogne. Armed with their 16
x 500 lb. bombs, all took off between 2043 hours and 2058
hours.

June 21, 1944 was the summer solstice. This day was to be
another daylight raid and for some it was a back-to-back
trip to Oisemont / Neuville Au-Bois. This target was a V-1
Rocket facility. Seventeen aircraft were ordered, and their
crew were briefed. Sixteen aircraft took off at 1750 hours.

Boulogne (Port Area) Attacked primary at 2233 hours
from 16,500 ft. 6/10 cloud to 10,000 ft. Visibility good.
Bombed red T.I.’s Bombed were seen to burst across the
breakwater and close to the tidal dock No, 4. Bombing was
fairly concentrated around the markers. A large explosion
was seen at 2252 hours which lit up the whole sky. - F/L
J.Atkins – Form 541 – 15-06-44
PFF markings was accurate although several crews had
to orbit as the cloud obscured the markers when they
first reached the target. The majority of the bombing was
accurately placed on and around the markers, but several
sticks were seen to burst as far as three miles away. A
particularly large explosion was seen at 2251 hours and
several smaller explosions also occurred. Heavy flak was
slight to intense up to 18,000 ft. and light flak slight up to
12,000 ft. No search lights or enemy aircraft reported. Our
bombers were escorted by fighters, and these were seen
from time to time. Most of the crew considered this a very
successful mission and all of them returned safely. -Form
500 – 429 Squadron – 15-06-44
June 16, 1944. Sautrecourt was to be the second daylight
raid as the 429 Squadron was once again required for
operations and a maximum number of aircraft were

The remaining aircraft, LW865 piloted by P/O J. Leek
(Can.J.26133) failed to take off. The engine failed to
function properly, and the aircraft ran off the end of the
runway sustaining considerable damage. None of the crew
was injured. - Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 21-06-44
Atkins crew were able to attack the target at 2000 hrs.
F/O R.J. Haworth (Navigator) coordinated with P/O J.L.
Widdie (Air Bomber) to identify the target and release
their bombs from 16000 ft. using a Gee fix. Gee is a radio
navigation system that measures time delay between two
radio signals to produce a fix. No markers were seen from
the pathfinders and the master bomber was not heard. The
ground was not visible through the cloud cover.
Weather over the target was 9-10/10ths cloud, tops at
3/7,000 ft. Good visibility. No markers were seen on
arrival at the target. The master bomber, who was heard
by most crews, ordered an orbit at approximately zero
hour and a few seconds afterwards instructed the crews
to cease bombing. Most of the aircraft returned with their
bomb load with the exception of delayed action bombs
which were jettisoned. Five of our aircraft dropped their

Port of Boulogne
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bombs on the target . All of them returned safely to base
and made successful landings.- Form 500 – 429 Squadron
– 21-06-44
Atkins Crew Mission 32. Bonnetot. On this final mission
they had a new rear Gunner. W02 M.N McLean
Seventeen aircraft were detailed for a daylight raid on
Bonnetot. All aircraft took off at 1436 hrs that afternoon.
Two and a half hours the Squadron was attacking the
primary with 16 x 500 general purpose bombs from 12,400
ft. The weather over the target was clear with good
visibility.
The T.I.’s appeared accurately placed but as the attack
developed those were obscured by dust and smoke. The
yellow T.I.’s dropped to starboard of the target attracted
some bombing, but the master bomber instructed the
crews to ignore them, and the main weight of bombs fell
within the target area. The Master bomber was clearly
heard and complimented the main force on the accuracy
of their bombing. No enemy aircraft were seen and ground
defences in the target area were negligible. All our aircraft
returned safely, and all were satisfied that this was a very
successful attack. -Form 500 – 429 Squadron – 15-06-44
A normal tour of duty was 30 completed operations.
Turning back early through technical problems did not
count as successfully operated. This was the 32nd verified
and final mission for the Atkins Crew. The Squadron form
500 for the month of June 1944 shows A.R. Woolsey as
awarded the Distinguished Flying Medal and that they had
been screened out. He was among the 25% survival rate
that 1st tours had. However, it wasn’t over just yet.
On June 30 Arthur was on leave and checked in at
London’s Regent Palace when at 12:40pm a V1 (Buzz

Lancaster Dropping “Window” to confuse enemy radar
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Bomb) struck the northeastern corner of the Annexe’s roof,
badly damaging its internal courtyard and much of the
surrounding area. He was lucky to have had the window
open at the time otherwise the blast would have sprayed
glass inside his room. 168 people were injured, and one
person was killed.
On July 10, 1944, now Flight Sergeant Woolsey A.R. was
posted to No.61 Base. He was trained as an instructor

anticipating the six-month rest from operations to evolve
into another tour. However, another tour was not to be. He
didn’t have to go back, and he retired from the RCAF.
Arthur went back to Cariboo Lake and his life as a placer
miner. He staked a claim on Keithly creek and went on
to marry Pauline Mary. She was the daughter of placer
miner Ernest Lang. They had five children. In 1977 Pauline
passed away. Three years later in 1980, Art married
Dorothy Bell and took on two boys. One of them was me.
Arthur lived out his years on Cariboo Lake enjoying his
days panning Keithly creek and hiking Yanks Peak. He
passed away on May the Forth, 2009 and is buried at the
historic Keithly Creek cemetery.
Looking back on the years, I realize the sacrifices his
generation made in such a time of uncertainty. The only
constitution Canada had during WW2 was the promise of
one. They gave us a country and a chance for something
better. At least once a year we would watch the Memphis
Belle so I will leave you with the end credits but also the
knowledge that King George himself greeted the crew of
the Memphis Belle on her 25th and final mission.

V1-Rockets (Buzz Bomb)

Over a quarter of a million aircraft battled for supremacy
in the skies over Western Europe, and nearly 200,000 air
crew lost their lives. This film is dedicated to all the brave
young men, whatever their nationality, who flew and fought
in history’s greatest airborne confrontation – Memphis
Belle.

Opposite page bottom Right -; PO. Guy Wheeler who
gave up the rank of squadron leader and the comfort
and comparative safety of an administrative post in
order to fly, bids goodbye to his mate in a halifax bomber of the Bison squadron overseas, Flt. Sgt. Art Woolsey.
Wheeler was gunner in a rear turret; Flt. Sgt. Woolsey was
mid upper gunner.

Regent Palace London 1944
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Opposite page bottom Top Left -Flt Sgt Woolsey, DFM,
says goodbye to the Bison squadron. A midupper gunner, this is your Vancouverite flew many ops. Before
being screened from further operational flying. Among
his operations are the ones in which Bomber Command
suffered its heaviest losses. nuremberg, Lepzig and
Berlin. Art engaged in more than one flying combat
with nightfighters. His Squadron flies Halifaxes for RCAF
Bomber Group Overseas Jul 1944
Golden Shovel
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Air Traffic control

Business Directory

From an unknown aircraft waiting in a very long takeoff
queue: “I’m f....ing bored!”
Ground Traffic Control: “Last aircraft transmitting, identify yourself immediately!”
Unknown aircraft: “I said I was f...ing bored, not f....ing
stupid!”
~~
A Pan Am 727 flight, waiting for start clearance in Munich, overheard the following:
Lufthansa (in German): “Ground, what is our start clearance time?”
Ground (in English): “If you want an answer you must
speak in English.”
Lufthansa (in English): “I am a German, flying a German
airplane, in Germany. Why must I speak English?”
Unknown voice from another plane (in a beautiful British
accent): “Because you lost the bloody war!”
~~

The German air controllers at Frankfurt Airport are renowned as a short-tempered lot. They not only expect one
to know one’s gate parking location, but how to get there
without any assistance from them. So it was with some
amusement that we (a Pan Am 747) listened to the following exchange between Frankfurt ground control and a
British Airways 747, call sign Speedbird 206.

Northern Towing............................................................250-988-1969
Books & Company.........................................................250-563-6637
Beswick Hildebrandt Lund............................................250-564-2515

Speedbird 206: “Frankfurt, Speedbird 206 clear of active
runway.”

Mackenzie Hose & Fitting.............................................250-997-5757

Ground: “Speedbird 206. Taxi to gate Alpha One -Seven.”

West Coast Placer.........................................................778-255-0289

The BA 747 pulled onto the main taxiway and slowed to a
stop.

Mackenzie Gravel	�������������������������������������������������������� 250-997-7936
Orogenic Regional Exploration	������������������������������������ 250-877-2154

Ground: “Speedbird, do you not know where you are
going?”

Snowshoe Mountain Resources	���������������������������������� 250-988-1325

Speedbird 206: “Stand by Ground, I’m looking up our gate
location now.”
Ground (with quite arrogant impatience): “Speedbird 206,
have you not been to Frankfurt before?”
Speedbird 206 (coolly): “Yes, twice in 1944, but it was
dark, -- And I didn’t land.”

Kids on a tour of the Tower: Have you ever had a real
emergency?
Controller: There was that one time when we ran out of
coffee.
~~
On some air bases, the Air Force is on one side of the field
and civilian aircraft use the other side of the field, with the
control tower in the middle.
One day the tower received a call from an aircraft asking,
“What time is it?”
The tower responded, “Who is calling?”
The aircraft replied, “What difference does it make?”
The tower replied “It makes a lot of difference. If it is an
American Airlines Flight, it is 3 o’clock. If it is an Air
Force, it is 1500 hours. If it is a Navy aircraft, it is 6 bells.
If it is an Army aircraft, the big hand is on the 12 and the
little hand is on the 3. If it is a Marine Corps aircraft, it’s
Thursday afternoon.”

~~
A military pilot called for a priority landing because his
single-engine jet fighter was running “a bit peaked.” Air
Traffic Control told the fighter pilot that he was number
two, behind a B-52 that had one engine shut down. “Ah,”
the fighter pilot remarked, “The dreaded seven-engine
approach.”
~~
Control tower to a 747: “United 329 heavy, your traffic is a
Fokker, one o’clock, three miles, Eastbound.”
United 239: “Approach, I’ve always wanted to say this…
I’ve got the little Fokker in sight.”

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES
Members of Parliament
Bob Zimmer ~ 250-787-1192, bob.zimmer.C1A@parl.gc.ca
Taylor Bachrach ~ 250-877-4140, taylor.bachrach@parl.gc.ca
Todd Doherty ~ https://www.todddoherty.ca/
Legislative Assembly of BC
Minister of Mines, Bruce Ralston ~ 604-586-2740, bruce.ralston.MLA@leg.bc.ca
MLA Mike Morris ~ 250-612-4194, mike.morris@leg.bc.ca

REGIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY INSPECTORS
Northeast /Central Region ~ mmd-PrinceGeorge@gov.bc.ca

dane@bhlcpa.ca
Direct 778-764-2652
Office 250-564-2515
10-556 North Nechako
Road, Prince George, B.C.
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MLA Shirley Bond ~ 250-612-4181, shirley.bond.MLA@leg.bc.ca
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Nugget Membership - List your company in our Business Directory
for $50/year. Gold and Silver members are granted a free listing.
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Brian Oke ~ Senior Health, Safety, & Environment Inspector, 250-565-4387, 250-640-8299, brian.oke@gov.bc.ca
Bambi Spyker ~ Health, Safety, & Environment Inspector, 250-565-6131, 250-981-4550, bambi.spyker@gov.bc.ca
Northwest Region ~ mmd-Smithers@gov.bc.ca
Doug Flynn ~ Senior Inspector of Mines, Health, & Safety, 250-847-7386, 250-877-9747, doug.flynn@gov.bc.ca
Scott Parker ~ Inspector of Mines, Health, & Safety, 250-847-7453, 250-877-3363, scott.r.parker@gov.bc.ca
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WE ARE A JUNIOR CANADIAN

SMResources.ca

EXPLORATION COMPANY
OF PRECIOUS AND BASE
METAL PROPERTIES IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

Blake Morgan - President
250-877-2154
info@orebc.com

orebc.com

◊ Consulting & Research Services
◊ Investment Opportunities
◊ Management Services
Mine Management, Project Layout, Tenure
Management, Equipment & Labour Aquisition,
NOW (notice of work) Applications, SOW
(statement of work) Filings, Water Crossing SOPs,
etc.
◊ Health & Safety Services
Emergency Response Plans, Health & Safety Plans
(COR, SECOR, SIngle Operator

Snowshoe
Mountain
Resources
Omineca Mining Association

WITH A STRONG PORTFOLIO

Enjoy the benefits of

PLATINUM
MEMBERSHIP


A free, half-page display ad in
every issue of the Golden Shovel;



A free Business Directory listing in
every issue of the Golden Shovel;



A free listing for your company in
the Corporate Members’ section of
the Omineca Mining Association
website.



Full access to all other Omineca
Mining Association member
services.



The pride of helping build and
maintain a strong voice for the
industry, together.
All for one year, for $500.

ominecaminingassociation@gmail.com

